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Femtosecond filamentation is a nonlinear optical propagation regime of high 

peak power ultrashort laser pulses characterized by an extended and narrow core 

region of high intensity whose length greatly exceeds the Rayleigh range 

corresponding to the core diameter. Providing that a threshold power is exceeded, 

filamentation can occur in all transparent gaseous, liquid and solid media. In air, 

filamentation has found a variety of uses, including the triggering of electric 

discharges, spectral broadening and compression of ultrashort laser pulses, coherent 

supercontinuum generation, filament-induced breakdown spectroscopy, generation of 

THz radiation, and the generation of air waveguides. 

Several of these applications depend on the deposition of energy in the 

atmosphere by the filament. The main channels for this deposition are the plasma 

generated in the filament core by the intense laser field and the rotational excitation of 

nitrogen and oxygen molecules. The ultrafast deposition acts as a delta function-like 



  

pressure source to drive a hydrodynamic response in the air. This thesis 

experimentally demonstrates two applications of the filament-driven hydrodynamic 

response. One application is the ‘air waveguide’, which is shown to either guide a 

separately injected laser pulse, or act as a remote collection optic for weak optical 

signals. The other application is the high voltage breakdown of air, where the effect 

of filament-induced plasmas and hydrodynamic response on the breakdown dynamics 

is elucidated in detail.  In all of these experiments, it is important to understand 

quantitatively the laser energy absorption; detailed absorption experiments were 

performed as a function of laser parameters. Finally, as check on simulations of 

filament propagation and energy deposition, we measured the axially resolved energy 

deposition of a filament; in the simulations, this profile is quite sensitive to the choice 

of the nonlinear index of refraction (n2). We found that using our measured values of 

n2 in the propagation simulations results in an excellent fit to the measured energy 

deposition profiles. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Nonlinear response of gases 

 

 The Coulomb electric field internal to the hydrogen atom is approximately

11

0 ~10 V/mE .   For laser pulses with electric fields E even a small fraction of this 

field strength, nonlinear optics must be considered when describing the laser-matter 

interaction [3]. Roughly speaking, for E/E0 < ~10
-2

, perturbative nonlinear optics is 

adequate, while for larger E/E0 one must consider non-perturbative nonlinear optics. 

For commonly available high peak power laser pulses, electric field strengths can 

routinely satisfy E/E0 > 1. In the perturbative limit, the medium’s polarization P can 

be written as the series 

(1) (2) (3)( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )                  P χ E χ E E χ E E E      (1.1) 

 

taking into account the possible frequency dependent and anisotropic medium 

response, where 
( ) ( )n χ  is a rank ( 1)n  tensor.  This expansion allows classification 

of nonlinear interactions by the order of the process; that is, the number of wave 

fields needed to generate the resulting polarization P of interest. For example, second 

harmonic generation is a (2)
χ  process whereby two propagating optical fields ‘mix’ 

and generate a polarization response P which oscillates at twice the frequency of 

either of the input fields.  Sum/difference frequency generation is likewise a two 

wave mixing process, but with the waves at distinct frequencies. Optical rectification 

and the Pockels effect are other examples of (2)
χ  processes [3]. 
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Many important effects relating to ultrashort laser pulse propagation are (3)
χ  

processes.  Examples are two photon absorption, self- and cross-phase modulation, 

and “four wave mixing” (where the product wave is considered to mutually interact 

with the three ‘input’ waves. In that sense, difference frequency generation, for 

example, might be considered “three wave mixing”). A very important (3)
χ  process in 

this thesis, playing a central role in filamentation, is the optical Kerr effect.  Under 

conditions of instantaneous and isotropic medium response to the applied fields, the 

nonlinear polarization can be written 

(1) (3) 2

effP E E E         (1.2) 

     
0 21 effn n n I          (1.3) 

 

where 
eff  is the effective susceptibility, I is the laser intensity envelope, and

(3)

2

0

1

2
n

n
  is the nonlinear index of refraction. Note that (2) 0   because the 

response is taken to be isotropic.  It is important to note that inside femtosecond 

filaments, the peak laser intensity of 
14 210 W/cm  is no longer perturbative. 

Nevertheless, experimental work by our group [4], [5] has shown that the leading 

terms of the perturbative expansion for the Kerr effect (along with the measured 

values of n2 for atmospheric atomic and molecular constituents) remain the correct 

description of the nonlinear response, with ionization being the next major contributor 

to the nonlinear polarization as the intensity is further increased. This is equivalent to 

showing that any “high order Kerr effect” is unimportant. 
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1.1.1. Electronic and rotational nonlinear responses 

 

While monatomic gas atoms experience a near-instantaneous bound electronic 

nonlinearity (away from atom resonances), molecular gases experience both an 

instantaneous electronic and a delayed rotational nonlinearity, both of which 

contribute to the first order correction to the index of refraction.  In air, the diatomic 

molecules N2 and O2 dominate the response. At short time scales, the electronic 

nonlinearity dominates. At the same time, the applied laser field induces a molecular 

dipole with contributions along and across the bond axis. Viewed classically, the 

induced dipole is torqued into alignment with the field.  Quantum mechanically, a 

spectrum of rotational eigenstates is excited [6] via the rotational Raman process. For 

~40-100 fs laser pulses, as used in the experiments of this dissertation, the laser 

bandwidth is insufficient for vibrational state excitation by the Raman process [6]. 

The combined response can be expressed, to second order in the laser electric 

field, as the transient refractive index shift  

2( ) ( ) ( ') ( ') 'n t n I t R t t I t dt





      (1.4) 

 

where R is the rotational Raman response function, and the first and second terms 

describe the instantaneous electronic and delayed rotational response. Separating out 

these terms is often necessary for proper interpretation of experimental results, as 

experiments that use pulses longer than a few hundred femtoseconds [7], [8] cannot 

distinguish the electronic from rotational response. Our group’s prior experiments 
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were the first to cleanly separate these contributions to the nonlinearity [1], [4], [9], 

[10]. 

 

1.1.2. Self-focusing 

 

Self-focusing is a direct consequence of the Kerr effect for optical fields whose 

intensity is a function of space and time.  Owing to a typical beam having higher 

intensity in the center, Eq. (1.3) shows that the beam center will accumulate more 

nonlinear phase shift then the periphery—this gives rise to inwardly curved 

(focusing) phase fronts. The critical power threshold Pcr for self-focusing is reached 

when this inward curvature just cancels the natural outward curvature from 

diffraction [3],  

2 2

0 2

(0.61)

8
crP

n n

 
   (1.5) 

 

Right at the threshold P = Pcr , the beam self-focuses to a singularity at infinity. 

For P > Pcr , the focus occurs at finite distances. In practice, the singularity is never 

reached because of various self-focusing arrest mechanisms to be discussed.  

 

1.1.3. Self-phase modulation 

 

Intense laser pulses experience another nonlinear effect called ‘self-phase 

modulation’, which also arises from the third order optical nonlinearity discussed 
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earlier.  Self-phase modulation has found use in a wide variety of research areas.  One 

of the most important uses is for generation of coherent supercontinuum beams where 

broad-band white light can be used to provide excellent time resolution for 

interferometric measurements [11].  This broadband white light can also be used for 

temporal compression of optical pulses – additional bandwidth can be temporally 

compensated after generation through the use of dispersive delay inducing optics such 

as chirped mirrors or fiber Bragg gratings. In self-phase modulation, the third order 

nonlinearity mediates an interaction between a laser field and itself in the time 

domain. Self-focusing, discussed above, is the spatial analogue of this process.   The 

instantaneous phase of the pulse is given by            

0 0

2 ( )
( )

n t
t kz t L t


  


      (1.6) 

 

The instantaneous frequency of the pulse, ( )t , is given by the time rate of 

change of the phase, 

2
0 0

2( ) 2 ( ) ( )
( )

n Ld t L dn t dI t
t

dt dt dt

 
  

 
        (1.7) 

 

a changing function of time as the pulse propagates.  In particular, for the pulse 

leading edge, where
( )

0
dI t

dt
 , we have 0( ) 0t      , or a red-shift.  On the 

pulse trailing edge, 
( )

0
dI t

dt
 , giving 0( ) 0t      , or a blue-shift.   
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Figure 1.1 Dramatic spectral changes occur during propagation of a ~120 fs, several mJ laser pulse in 

air.  The input laser pulse has a bandwidth of approximately 20 nm centered about 800 nm.  After 

several meters of propagation, the effects of self-phase modulation accumulate and promote the 

creation of new frequency content spanning from 750 nm to 900 nm.   

 

The result of these frequency shifts on the propagation of a high power pulse in a 

Kerr medium can often be seen quite dramatically when examining the spectral 

content the pulse throughout its propagation, as shown in Figure 1.1.  Initially, the 

pulse has a bandwidth of approximately 20 nm centered about 800 nm.  The spectral 

broadening induced through self-phase modulation from the Kerr and molecular 

rotational nonlinearities and ionization allows generation of new frequency 

components spanning the entire range from 750 nm to 900 nm. 

 

1.1.4. Photo-ionization 

 

Due to the strong electric fields present in pulsed laser radiation, ionization of 

the medium through which a laser pulse travels often becomes a factor relevant to the 

propagation.  Ionization of gases and subsequent propagation of a laser pulse through 
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the laser produced plasma are central in the description of femtosecond laser 

filamentation, where the free electrons generated during the ionization act to defocus 

the remainder of the pulse and arrest self-focusing collapse.  Two main ionization 

mechanisms, multiphoton ionization and tunnel ionization are important for plasma 

generation by propagating femtosecond pulses. In general, at atmospheric pressure, 

femtosecond pulses are temporally too short to drive avalanche ionization. 

Keldysh [12] provided a dimensionless parameter / 2K iU U  , which is 

used to identify whether an ionization process is more multiphoton ionization-like or 

tunneling ionization-like.  Keldysh theory gives the full behavior of the ionization 

process, where the high field, non-perturbative limit is tunneling ( 1K ) and the 

low field perturbative limit is multiphoton ionization (MPI) ( 1K ). Here, iU  is the 

ionization potential of an atom or molecule, and 2 2 2

0/ 4U e E m  is the quiver 

energy (or ponderomotive energy) of a free electron in the laser field [13].  For the 

conditions common to femtosecond filaments in atmosphere, i.e. peak intensities 

14 210  W/cm  at  = 800 nm, the ionization process is in the intermediate range of K  

lying closer to MPI [13], [14].   

 For laser pulses at λ = 800 nm, the photon energy is 1.5 eVh  . The MPI 

rate scales with intensity as I
K
, where in the case of oxygen, K = 8 (oxygen ionization 

potential Ui = 12.1 eV).  At higher fields, the electric field of the laser is capable of 

distorting the atomic/molecular potential well.  In the presence of this field-distorted 

potential, an electron has a greater probability of undergoing tunneling through the 

diminished potential barrier.  Figure 1.2 illustrates MPI and tunneling. 
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Figure 1.2 Illustration of the two common ionization channels present in ultrashort laser matter 

interactions.  (a) Multiphoton ionization typically proceeds through the successive absorption of 

several laser photons imparting energy exceeding the ionization threshold to a bound electron.  (b) 

Tunnel ionization, occurring through field distortion of the bound electron’s potential barrier provides 

a decreased potential through which the electron may be promoted to the continuum.   

 

1.1.5. Plasma defocusing 

 

Due to the very fast (~fs) timescale for photoionization, the rising edge of the 

temporal pulse envelope will liberate electrons, and the remainder of the pulse will 

experience the refractive effect of these free electrons. Because of the high-order 

dependence of ionization yield on intensity, these free electrons tend to be 

concentrated on axis, and their optical response defocuses the pulse.  Ignoring 

collisions (a good assumption for femtosecond pulses and low density gases), the 

plasma dielectric constant is               

              

22
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where em  is the electron mass, 
en  is the density of electrons, e  is the electron charge, 

and 
24 e

p

e

n e

m


   is the plasma frequency.  Thus, we can write the index of 

refraction, as before, in terms of the dielectric constant as     

2

2
1 1 1

2

p e e

c c

n n
n

n n





         (1.9) 

where en  is the electron density and 
2

21 -3

2
1.7x10 cm

4

e
c

m
n

e




   (at  = 800 nm) is the 

critical density. Here we used / 1e cn n , which is the case for the experiments of this 

thesis, for which -5/ ~10e cn n . 

 

1.2. Filamentation 

 

As discussed earlier, an intense pulse propagating in a transparent medium 

induces a nonlinear correction to the refractive index through the Kerr effect.  This 

index of refraction perturbation co-propagates with the pulse as a self-lens. Once the 

laser pulse peak power exceeds a critical value, typically P > Pcr ~5-10 GW in gases 

[1], [15], the self-induced lens overcomes diffraction and focuses the beam, leading to 

plasma generation and beam defocusing when the gas ionization intensity threshold is 

exceeded. The dynamic interplay between self-focusing and defocusing leads to self-

sustained propagation of a tightly radially confined high intensity region accompanied 

by plasma of diameter < 100 m [16] over distances greatly exceeding the optical 

Rayleigh range.  Long range filamentation of intense femtosecond laser pulses in 
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gases is an area of increasing interest, as it combines exciting potential applications 

with fundamental nonlinear optical physics [15], [17], [18]. Since its first 

demonstration in gaseous media [19],  it has found a variety of uses, including 

triggering of electric discharges [20], spectral broadening and compression of 

ultrashort laser pulses [21]–[24], coherent supercontinuum generation [25], filament-

induced breakdown spectroscopy [26], and generation of THz radiation [27]–[29].  

Filaments can extend from millimeters to hundreds of meters, depending on the 

medium and laser parameters [15]. More recently, femtosecond filaments have been 

used by our group to generate air waveguides, utilizing the long timescale gas density 

depression that remains in the wake of a filamenting pulse [30].  As will be 

demonstrated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of the thesis, these waveguides have been 

shown to be viable for the guiding of externally injected high peak and high average 

power laser pulses [30], and also for the remote collection of optical signals for 

spectral analysis [31].   

A schematic representation of filament dynamics is shown in Figure 1.3.  Here, 

the self-focusing collapse at the left of the figure is followed by plasma generation, 

identified by the yellow regions in the figure.  Defocusing which occurs during the 

propagation of the pulse through the self-produced plasma is then followed by 

additional self-focusing when the pulse intensity remains high enough to support the 

Kerr nonlinearity.  A plasma filament in air can proceed through several such 

focusing/defocusing/refocusing cycles, the combined effect of which allows the pulse 

to retain its tightly collimated plasma producing mode over many Rayleigh ranges.   
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Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of the filamentation process demonstrating self-focusing collapse 

followed by plasma induced defocusing and Kerr induced re-focusing, both of which repeatedly occur 

along the propagation direction.  Also depicted are the two transverse spatial regions of the filament, 

known as the ‘core’ and the ‘reservoir’, the interplay between which allows extended propagation of 

ultrashort laser pulses.   

 

Central to the research presented in this thesis is the role played by energy 

deposition during femtosecond filamentation, which occurs under our conditions of 

~40-100 fs,  = 800 nm pulses and atmospheric pressure air. The main deposition 

mechanisms are plasma generation by laser field ionization and molecular rotation of 

nitrogen and oxygen molecules. The air waveguide concept presented in Chapters 2 

and 3 relies critically on energy deposited from the laser pulse into the medium, 

where the deposited energy drives a hydrodynamic response of the neutral gas.  The 

magnitude and spatial distribution of this neutral gas density perturbation directly 

dictates the usefulness of such schemes.  In Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis, 

mechanisms through which energy deposition results from femtosecond filamentation 

in air are described in detail, and measurements which shed light on the magnitude 

and spatial distribution of this energy deposition are presented.   
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1.2.1. Single vs multiple filamentation 

 

It is important to note that filamentation cannot proceed in its most simple form as 

a single core and reservoir for arbitrarily large input pulse powers.  Since 

filamentation is seeded during propagation via a modulational instability, an increase 

in input pulse power leads to several locations across the beam’s transverse profile 

which can collapse.  For very high input pulse powers, crP P , optical beams will 

collapse into a large number N of individual filaments, where / crN P P  [32].  

Figure 1.4 shows images of typical far-field intensity profiles exhibited by filaments 

in both the single filament regime, as well as the multiple filament regime.   

 

 
 

Figure 1.4 (a) Photograph of the typical far field intensity profile of a multiply filamenting beam.  

Several individual filament cores can be seen throughout the transverse profile, each of which carries 

optical power roughly corresponding to Pcr. (b) Photograph of the typical far-field intensity profile of a 

single filament.  Broadband coherent white light generation on axis is accompanied by conical 

emission at the periphery.  
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1.2.2. Patterned filamentation and multi-lobed beams 

 

Most filamentation studies have proceeded using either single filaments, by 

controlling the input laser power to lie below the threshold necessary for formation of 

multiple filament cores, or through multiple filamentation, which occurs at much 

higher pulse powers, crP P  [15].  Typical multifilament experiments utilize a very 

high peak power laser pulse whose spatial profile evolves via modulational instability 

into several distinct filament cores.  The spatial distribution of these filament cores 

across the beam are typically dictated by small perturbations on the intensity profile, 

characteristic of common amplification schemes.  Several studies have examined the 

possibility to control the multi-filamentation process through the use of stepped phase 

masks [30], [31], [33], microlens arrays [34], or spatial light modulators [35] which 

can control the spatial phase variation of a filamenting beam.   In the research of this 

dissertation, both home-made and commercially available phase-shifting optics have 

been utilized to achieve controlled multiple filamentation. Shown below in Figure 1.5 

is a photograph of a typical far-field profile of a four-lobed beam undergoing 

filamentation.  This beam is generated using an initial TEM11 transverse mode. After 

several meters of propagation, each lobe initiates its own filament which is 

accompanied by visible conical emission and strong supercontinuum generation 

leading to white light generation in the cores.  
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Figure 1.5 Photograph of the typical far field intensity profile of a patterned filamenting beam.  Four 

individual filament cores can be seen throughout the transverse profile, which is seeded from a TEM11 

input beam created using a homemade reflective phase plate.  

 

The generation of these multi-lobed beams has proven useful for the 

demonstration of air waveguides, which utilize the patterned hydrodynamic response 

in the wake of a filamenting beam such as that shown in Figure 1.5 above.  In the next 

section, we describe the fabrication of reflective and transmissive phase shifting 

optics for generating multi-lobed beams. 

 

1.2.2.1. Transmissive vs reflective phase masks 

  

The results presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 required the generation of 

multi-lobed beams, with each lobe having a  phase shift relative to its neighboring 

lobes.  These beams were used to create patterned filamentation and produce air 

waveguides utilizing the hydrodynamic response of the air in the wake of filamentary 

propagation.  In the experiments presented in Chapter 2, multi-lobed beams were 
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generated from two orthogonally mounted half-pellicle beamsplitters, as shown in 

Figure 2.2.  Although successful at imprinting the desired phase mask on the 

filamenting beam, the half-pellicles proved to be both difficult to produce and align.  

Half-pellicles were produced in our lab by cutting commercially available pellicle 

beamsplitters through their centers with a sharp blade.  Due to the tension under 

which the pellicle membrane is suspended, the edge which was cut exhibited a 

tendency to loosen and curl, producing undesirable diffraction at the phase-shifted 

interface.  Furthermore, the alignment of the half-pellicles was tedious, requiring 

precise angle tuning to achieve the proper phase shift. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.6 Reflective and transmissive phase plates generated using photolithography techniques are 

shown. (a)  Reflective phase plate made by etching a ~200 nm step into a separately grown layer of 

SiO2 onto a silicon wafer substrate, then coated with gold.  (b) Transmissive phase plate made by 

etching a ~783 nm step into a BK7 glass window substrate. 

 

In order to ameliorate these difficulties, both transmissive and reflective phase 

plates were fabricated out of BK7 glass windows and gold-coated silicon wafer 

substrates, respectively.  For the case of a transmissive phase plate, in order to impose 

a  phase shift across half the beam, a step of height 
2( )glass air

d
n n


 


 is etched 
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into half of the substrate.  For a laser beam of wavelength  = 800 nm, the refractive 

index of BK7 glass is 1.5108glassn  , the refractive index of air is 1.0003airn  , and 

the appropriate step height is 783 nmd  .  This step height can be applied in any 

desired pattern through the use of well-known photolithography techniques. The 

phase mask depicted in Figure 1.6(b) was produced by first coating one side of a 

25.4mm square x 3mm thick BK7 substrate with standard photoresist on a spinner 

table.  A binary mask made of aluminum machined to the desired pattern is placed 

over the photoresist covered sample, and ultraviolet light is allowed incident on the 

photoresist through the negative space in the mask.  Exposed photoresist is removed 

from the surface using acetone and isopropyl alcohol, and the un-coated portion of the 

substrate is then etched using a buffered oxide etchant, which reacts with the BK7 

substrate at a known rate.  The depth of etch is controlled by submersing the substrate 

in the buffered oxide etch for a predetermined amount of time.   

For the case of a reflective phase plate, the appropriate spatial phase shift is 

imposed upon an incident beam in a similar manner, but utilizing a path length 

difference entirely in air.  In this case, the appropriate step size fabricated onto the 

mask is given by 200 nm
2 4 air

d
n

 
   .  For the reflective phase mask shown in 

Figure 1.6(a), this step was produced through a similar photolithography process 

utilizing plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), followed by a 

buffered oxide etch.  As a first step, the pre-determined thickness of SiO2 

( 200 nm)d   is grown on a 4” diameter Si wafer substrate using an Oxford 

PlasmaLab 100 PECVD system.  The sample is then coated with standard photoresist 
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on a spinner table.  A binary mask made of aluminum machined to the desired pattern 

is placed over the photoresist covered sample, and ultraviolet light is allowed incident 

on the photoresist through the negative space in the mask.  Exposed photoresist is 

removed from the surface using acetone and isopropyl alcohol, and the un-coated 

portion of the substrate is then etched using a buffered oxide etchant.  The optic is 

then cleaned of all remaining photoresist.  In order to increase reflection efficiency of 

the fabricated phase plate, the finished optic was sputter-coated with a thin layer (~15 

– 20 nm) of gold, which can be deposited very uniformly, and exhibits high 

reflectivity in the vicinity of  = 800 nm. 

 

1.3. 2.5 TW Ti:Sapphire system 

 

The experiments described in this thesis were all performed with a 2.5 TW laser 

amplifier chain, which will now be detailed.  The system is seeded with a 

femtosecond oscillator (Coherent Mantis) which outputs ultrafast laser pulses of ~35 

fs FWHM at a repetition rate of 80 MHz.  Pulse energy is 6 nJ, leading to average 

power output of ~0.5 W.  Pulses from the oscillator are then passed to a commercial 

regenerative amplifier (Coherent Spitfire).  This amplifier includes a dispersive pulse 

stretcher based around a single diffraction grating, two Pockels cells for actively 

switching the seed pulse into and out of the cavity, and a Brewster cut Ti:Sapphire 

gain medium. The Ti:Sapphire crystal of the regenerative amplifier is pumped by a 

Coherent Evolution producing ~9 W of pump power @ 527 nm.  After regenerative 

amplification of the seed pulse, the resultant pulse train has ~1 mJ per pulse with a 
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pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz.  This pulse train is then passed through a Faraday 

isolator to prevent back-reflections generated downstream from entering the 

regenerative amplifier.  Next, the beam is passed through an external Pockels cell 

pulse slicer.  Utilizing an externally controllable Pockels cell allows an additional 

level of extinction of any pre-pulse which may develop in the regenerative amplifier, 

and also allows for the repetition rate to be decreased to 10 Hz for subsequent stages 

of amplification.   

The next two stages of amplification are each performed in a multi-pass 

configuration.  Both stages are pumped with a ~10 ns, 532 nm, frequency doubled 

Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics QuantaRay GCR-270).  This laser’s 10 W output is 

split between two amplification stages, labelled as PA1 (Power Amplifier 1) and PA2 

(Power Amplifier 2).  PA1 is composed of a Brewster cut, 12 mm diameter 

Ti:Sapphire crystal pumped with 350 mJ of the Nd:YAG pump beam, while PA2 is 

composed of a flat cut Ti:Sapphire crystal pumped from both sides with the 

remaining 650 mJ from the QuantaRay GCR-270.  In the first stage of amplification 

(PA1), the 10 Hz output pulse from the regenerative amplifier and pulse slicer makes 

three passes (arranged in a bow-tie configuration) through the Ti:Sapphire crystal 

achieving pulse energy of ~10 mJ.  The beam is then passed through a transmissive 

telescope to optimize the input beam dimeter for the next amplification stage.  PA2 

consists of four passes (arranged in a ring configuration) of amplification through a 

flat-cut 10 mm diameter Ti:Sapphire rod.  Total pulse energy after this second stage 

of amplification is ~160 mJ.  Pulses are then sent into a dual-grating pulse 

compressor, the energy to which is controlled by an upstream half-waveplate and 
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thin-film polarizer.  The pulse compressor is capable of fine control of the group 

velocity dispersion and third order dispersion of the compressed pulse, allowing 

continuous adjustment of the pulsewidth.  The compressor efficiency was measured 

to be ~65%. A minimum pulsewidth of ~40 fs was routinely measured using single 

shot autocorrelation, resulting in a final stage pulse output of ~100 mJ / 40 fs = 2.5 

TW. 

 
 

Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram of the UMD 2.5 TW laser system. 

 

A schematic diagram of the entire laser system is shown above in Figure 1.7.       

Downstream of the grating compressor, we have an optical table for pulse diagnostics 

and a 10 m filament range for experiments. 

  

1.3.1. 10 TW Ti:Sapphire system upgrade 

 

In an effort to expand the range of our waveguiding experiments described in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, our laser amplifier has recently been upgraded to produce 
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~400 mJ compressed output.  This required a complete redesign of our existing two 

stage multi-pass amplifier system, an effort which will be described in this section. 

The new 10 TW amplifier utilizes a similar multi-pass architecture, but this time 

in a single bowtie configuration pumped on either side by separate Nd:YAG pump 

lasers (Spectra Physics QuantaRay GCR-270 and Spectra Physics QuantaRay PRO-

290).  Each pump laser outputs ~900 mJ of 532 nm, 10 ns FWHM pulses at 10 Hz 

repetition rate towards a 12 mm diameter, 15 mm long Ti:Sapphire gain medium.  

The same regeneratively amplified seed pulse described before is passed through this 

amplifier in five passes, allowing for final amplified pulse energy of ~600 mJ.  This 

pulse train is then sent towards a vacuum spatial filter for cleaning of the transverse 

intensity profile of the beam.  The design of the laser amplifier is included as a 

schematic diagram with beam lines superimposed below in Figure 1.8.   

 

 
 

Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of UMD 10 TW amplifier.  Pump laser beam lines are shown in green, 

while the amplified seed beam path is shown in red. 

 

Beam size and pulse energy achieved in the amplifier were carefully considered 

during design of the amplifier using a simulation of the Frantz-Nodvik equation.  This 

modelling describes the evolution of the seed laser beam and the stored energy in the 
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gain medium during the amplification process, and was used to inform our choices of 

pump and seed beam diameters and pump energy required to reach saturation fluence 

in the Ti:Sapphire. 

 

1.4. Outline of the Thesis 

 

The outline of the thesis is as follows:  Chapter 2 will present demonstration of 

the ‘air waveguide’, a novel technique utilizing the hydrodynamic response in the 

wake of filamentation to guide a separately injected laser beam.  The hydrodynamic 

response occurring in the wake of filamentation is detailed, and the creation of 

multifilament guiding structures is demonstrated and analyzed.  In Chapter 3, 

experimental results are presented demonstrating use of air waveguides as a 

collection optic for remotely generated optical signals.  In order to advance the 

possibility of utilizing waveguides over a larger distance, further efforts were 

undertaken to understand the mechanisms determining their formation.  In Chapter 4, 

the longitudinal dependence of the energy deposition in femtosecond filamentation is 

investigated both experimentally and numerically.  Using a sonographic approach, the 

energy deposited into the air (which ultimately acts as the driver for the 

hydrodynamic response creating the waveguide) is measured and compared to a 

simulation of pulse propagation for a variety of input pulse parameters.  Separate 

measurements of the nonlinear refractive index in air are corroborated through these 

measurements.  In Chapter 5, axially resolved measurements of energy deposition are 

presented for single filaments in atmosphere.  In Chapter 6, preliminary 
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measurements are presented of the effect on high voltage discharge dynamics of 

femtosecond filament heating of the air between the electrodes. It is found that the 

depth of the density depression left behind by an ultrafast laser pulse is strongly 

affected by the interaction between the laser produced electrons and the applied HV 

electric field. 
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Chapter 2: High power optical waveguide in air 

2.1. Introduction and motivation 

 

Despite the applications discussed in the previous sections, it remains a significant 

limitation that femtosecond filamentation cannot deliver high average power over 

long distances in a single tight spatial mode. This is due to the fact that for laser 

pulses with P ~ several Pcr , the beam will collapse into multiple filaments [36] with 

shot-to-shot variation in their transverse location. For Pcr ~ 5-10 GW, this means that 

single filament formation requires pulses of order ~1 mJ.  For a 1 kHz pulse repetition 

rate laser, this represents only 1 W of average power.  

In this chapter, a method employing filaments that can easily supersede this 

limitation is demonstrated by setting up a robust, long range optical guiding structure 

lasting milliseconds. It opens the possibility for optical guiding of megawatt levels of 

average power over long distances in the atmosphere. The guiding structures 

demonstrated here have substantial potential for directed energy applications [37]. 

The generation of long-lived thermal guiding structures in air using filament 

arrays also has the potential to enhance other photonics applications in the 

atmosphere. For instance, they could be used to concentrate heater beams for remote 

atmospheric lasing schemes [38] or for inducing characteristic emission for standoff 

detection of chemical compounds. Many remote detection applications rely on the 

collection of fluorescence [39]–[41].  For these remote-sensing schemes where 

detection over large distances may be desired, very little of the isotropically emitted 

fluorescence reaches the detector at a distance.  In Chapter 3, an experimental 

demonstration is presented, showing that the long-lived guiding structures introduced 
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here could be used as an effective collection lens, enhancing signal-to-noise ratios in 

such schemes. They may also find use in atmospheric laser communication[42]. 

Finally, they might also be used to enhance and control the propagation of an injected 

ultrashort filamenting pulse [43], similar to what has been done with a permanent 

refractive index structure in glass [44] and recently with the plasma from an array of 

filaments in air [45]. 

We note that there has been much recent work on using the refractive index of the 

plasma generated by an array of filaments to form guides for microwaves [46], [47] 

and nanosecond optical pulses [48]. We emphasize that the guiding we demonstrate 

here does not use the optical response of the plasma – rather, it uses the ~10
6
 times 

longer duration hydrodynamic response of the gas after heating by the filaments.  

 

2.2. Gas hydrodynamic response 

 

Recently we found that a femtosecond filament, starting at an electron 

temperature and density of a few eV and a few times 10
16

 cm
-3

 [16],  acts as a thermal 

source to generate long-lived gas density hole structures that can last milliseconds and 

dissipate by thermal diffusion [49]. In air, additional heating can occur from 

molecular excitation [49], with peak deposited energy density in the plasma and 

molecules of as much as ~100 mJ/cm
3
. Our earlier gas density measurements [49] 

were limited to ~40 s resolution, so the early time dynamics on the nanosecond 

timescale had been simulated but not directly measured. These structures are initiated 

as the filament plasma recombines to a neutral gas on a ~10 ns timescale and the 
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molecular excitation (if applicable) thermalizes. Owing to the finite thermal 

conductivity of the gas, the initial energy invested in the filament is still contained in 

a small radial zone, but it is repartitioned into the translational and rotational degrees 

of freedom of the neutral gas. The result is an extended and narrow high pressure 

region at temperatures up to a few hundred K above ambient. In air, this pressure 

source launches a radial sound wave ~100 ns after the filament is formed. By ~1 s, 

the gas reaches pressure equilibrium with an elevated temperature and reduced gas 

density in the volume originally occupied by the filament, after which the ‘density 

hole’ decays by thermal diffusion on a few millisecond timescale [49]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Gas dynamics following a single filament in air. (a) Interferometric measurement of the 

refractive index change following a short pulse as a function of the time delay of the probe pulse. (b) 

Hydrodynamic simulation, assuming a 60 m FWHM Gaussian heat source of peak initial density 32 

mJ/cm
3
. 

 

The full dynamics are now clearly seen in Figure 2.1(a), which presents new, 

higher time resolution measurements of the 2D density hole evolution (expressed as 

air refractive index shift) of a short air filament from nanoseconds through 

microseconds after filament formation.  A 1D radial fluid code simulation, described 

in Section 2.9, is shown in Fig. 2.1(b) for comparison and the results are in excellent 
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agreement with the measurements. The transverse gas density profiles, shown in Fig. 

2.1(b), were obtained using a 532 nm pulse as an interferometric probe of a single 

short ~2 mm filament, as shown in Figure 2.2.  The short filament length is essential 

for minimizing refractive distortion of the interferometric probe pulse [50].  

The experimental results verify that the density hole first deepens over tens of 

nanoseconds, and launches a sound wave which propagates beyond the ~200 m 

frame by ~300 ns. By ~1-2 s, pressure equilibrium is reached and the hole decays by 

thermal diffusion out to millisecond timescales. We note that at no probe delay do we 

see an on-axis refractive index enhancement that might act as a waveguiding structure 

and explain a recent report of filament guiding [51], an issue further discussed in ref. 

[52]. At the longer delays of tens of microseconds and beyond, the thermal gas 

density hole acts as a negative lens, as seen in our earlier experiments [49]. 

 

2.3. Experimental setup 

 

The gas density measurements were performed using the setup shown in Fig. 2.2.  

A  = 532 nm, 7 ns duration beam counter-propagates along a femtosecond filament 

structure generated by a 10 Hz Ti:Sapphire laser system producing  = 800 nm, 50 fs 

pulses up to 100 mJ. Here, the 532 nm pulse serves as either a low energy 

interferometric probe of the evolving gas density profile, using a folded wavefront 

interferometer, or as an injection source for optical guiding in the gas density 

structure. The delay of the 532 nm probe/injection pulse is controlled with respect to 

the Ti:Sapphire pulse with a digital delay generator. The pulse timing jitter of <10 ns 
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is negligible given the very long timescale gas evolution we focus on. For the 

injection experiments, up to 110 mJ is available at 532 nm.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Generation of a filament array using half pellicles.  A 55 fs, 800 nm, 10 Hz pulsed laser is 

used to generate an array of four filaments. A pulse propagates through two orthogonal half-pellicles, 

inducing  phase shifts on neighboring quadrants of the beam, and then are focused to produce a 4-

filament with a TEM11 mode (actual low intensity image shown). A 7 ns, 532 nm 10 Hz pulsed laser 

counter-propagates through the filament and is imaged either directly onto a CCD for guiding 

experiments or through a folded wavefront interferometer and onto a CCD for interferometry.  

 

2.4. Creation of multifilament guiding structure 

 

Although a single filament results in a beam-defocusing gas density hole, a 

question arises as to whether a guiding structure can be built using the judicious 

placement of more than one filament. We tested this idea with a 4-lobed focal beam 

structure using two orthogonal ‘half-pellicles’. As seen in Fig. 2.2, the pellicles are 

oriented to phase-shift the laser electric field as shown in each near-field beam 
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quadrant. Below the filamentation threshold, the resulting focused beam at its waist 

has a 4-lobed intensity profile as shown, corresponding to a Hermite-Gaussian TEM11 

mode, where the electric fields in adjacent lobes are  phase shifted with respect to 

each other. Above the threshold, the lobes collapse into filaments whose optical cores 

still maintain this phase relationship and thus 4 parallel filaments are formed. As a 

demonstration of this, Figure 2.3 shows an image of the Rayleigh side-scattering at 

800 nm from a 2-lobed filament produced by a single half pellicle, indicating that the 

 phase shift is preserved along the full length of the filament. This image was 

obtained by concatenating multiple images from a low noise CCD camera translated 

on a rail parallel to the filament. The images were taken through an 800 nm 

interference filter. 

The bottom panel of Figure 2.3 shows burn patterns taken at multiple locations 

along the path of a ~70 cm long 4-lobe filament used later.  For the 70 cm 4-filament, 

the filament core spacing is roughly constant at ~300 m over a L ~ 50 cm region 

with divergence to ~1 mm at the ends.   
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Figure 2.3 Rayleigh scattering as a function of z with a bi-filament produced by a single half pellicle 

(the bi-filament far-field mode is shown in inset). The bottom row shows burn patterns produced by a 

4-filament produced by two orthogonal half pellicles. 

 

The effect of a 4-filament structure on the gas dynamics is shown in Fig. 2.4, a 

sequence of gas density profiles measured for a short ~2 mm filament (produced at 

f/35) to minimize refractive distortion of the probe beam. The peak intensity was 

<10
14

 W/cm
2
, typical of the refraction-limited intensity in more extended filaments, 

so we expect these images to be descriptive of the gas dynamics inside much longer 

filaments. Inspection of the density profiles shows that there are two regimes in the 

gas dynamical evolution which are promising for supporting the guiding of a separate 

injected laser pulse. A shorter duration, more transient acoustic regime occurs when 

the sound waves originating from each of the four filaments superpose at the array’s 

geometric center, as seen in panel (a) of Fig. 2.4, causing a local density enhancement 
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of approximately a factor of two larger than the sound wave amplitude, peaking ~80 

ns after filament initiation and lasting approximately ~50 ns. A far longer lasting and 

significantly more robust profile suitable for guiding is achieved tens of microseconds 

later, well after the sound waves have propagated far from the filaments. In this 

thermal regime, the gas is in pressure equilibrium [49]. As seen in panels (c) and (d) 

of Fig. 2.4, thermal diffusion has smoothed the profile in such a way that the gas at 

center is surrounded by a ‘moat’ of lower density. The central density can be very 

slightly lower than the far background because its temperature is slightly elevated, yet 

it is still higher than the surrounding moat. The lifetime of this structure can be 

several milliseconds. In both the acoustic and thermal cases, the diameter of the air 

waveguide “core” is approximately half the filament lobe spacing. A movie of the 4-

filament-induced gas evolution is provided in the supplementary material of our 

previously published findings [30]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Interferometric measurement of the air density evolution induced by a 4-filament. (a) The 

acoustic waves generated by each filament cross in the middle, generating a positive index shift, 

producing the acoustic guide. (b) The acoustic waves propagate outward, leaving behind a density 

depression at the location of each filament. (c) The density depressions produce the thermal guide, 

with a higher central density surrounded by a moat of lower density. (d,e)  The density depressions 

gradually fill in as the thermal energy dissipates. A movie of the 4-filament-induced gas evolution is 

provided in the supplementary material of our previously published findings [30]. 
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2.5. Fiber analysis of the air waveguide 

 

Having identified two potential regimes for optical guiding, a short duration 

acoustic regime, and a much longer duration thermal regime, it is first worth 

assessing the coupling and guiding conditions for an injected pulse. We apply the 

fibre parameter V for a step index guide [53] to the air waveguide,

2 2 1/2 1/2(2 / )( ) ~ (2 2 / )( )co cl co clV a n n a n n        , where the effective core and 

cladding regions have refractive indices 
, 0 ,co cl co cln n n  , n0 is the unperturbed 

background air index, -4

0 1 2.77x10n    at room temperature and pressure [54]), 

con  and cln  are the (small) index shifts from background at the core and cladding, 

and the core diameter is 2a , taken conservatively at the tightest spacing of the 

filament array. The numerical aperture of the guide is NA / (2 )V a  . Because 

accurate density profile measurements are restricted to short filaments, we use the 

results of Fig. 2.4 and apply them to much longer and wider-lobe-separated filaments 

that are inaccessible to longitudinal interferometry owing to probe refraction. As 

typical filament core intensities are restricted by refraction (‘intensity clamping’) to 

levels <10
14

 W/cm
2
 [15], we expect that the measurements of Fig. 2.4 apply 

reasonably well to longer filaments and different lobe spacings.  For the acoustic 

guide, we used a filamenting  beam with lobe spacing of 150 m, so 2a ~ 75 m. 

Using 0/ ( 1) ~ 0.05con n  , and 0/ ( 1) ~ 0.02cln n    from Fig. 2.4 then gives V ~ 2.8  

(> 2.405) and  NA ~ 6.310
-3

, indicating a near-single mode guide with an optimum 

coupling f-number of f/# =0.5 / NA ~ 80. For the long thermal guide, we used a 

filamenting beam with lobe spacing of ~300 m, so 2a ~ 150 m. From Fig. 2.4, the 
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core index shift is ~ 0con  and the cladding shift is the index decrement at the moat, 

0/ ( 1) ~ 0.02cln n   , giving V ~ 2.9, corresponding to a near-single mode guide 

with  NA ~ 3.210
-3

, corresponding to f/# ~160. 

 

2.6. Discussion of experimental results  

 

Using the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.2, an end mode image from 

injection and guiding of a low energy  = 532 nm pulse in the acoustic waveguide 

produced from a 10 cm long 4-filament is shown in Fig. 2.5. In order to differentiate 

between guiding and the propagation of the unguided beam through the fully 

dissipated guide at later times (>2 ms) we define the guiding efficiency as 

   /g ug tot ugE E E E   where Eg is the guided energy within the central mode, Etot is 

the total beam energy and Eug is the fraction of energy of the unguided mode 

occupying the same transverse area as the guided mode. 
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Figure 2.5 Demonstration of guiding of 7 ns,  = 532 nm pulses in 70 cm long acoustic and thermal air 

waveguides produced by a 4-filament. The panel in the upper left shows the probe beam, which is 

imaged after the filamentation region, with and without the filament. The time delay of the probe was 

200 ns, which is in the acoustic guiding regime. The effect of the thermal waveguide, the shadow of 

which can be seen in the image in the top center (with a red dashed circle showing the position of the 

lower density moat), is shown in the bottom row, where the probe beam is imaged after the exit 

location of the air waveguide with and without the filamenting beam. The coupling efficiency vs. 

injected pulse delay is shown in the upper right. Peak energy guided was ~110 mJ. 

 

The best coupling in the acoustic regime occurred at an injection delay of ~200 ns 

and f/# >100, with a peak guided efficiency of 13%, although the guides were not 

stable on a shot-to-shot basis. Efficient guiding in the acoustic regime takes place 

over an injection delay interval of only ~100 ns, consistent with the time for a sound 

wave to cross the waveguide core region, a/cs ~ 100 ns, where 2a = 75m and 

4~ 3.4x10  cm/ssc  is the air sound speed [55]. We found that for longer filaments 

with wider lobe spacings, the acoustic guides were even less stable. Unless the 4-

filament lobes were well balanced in energy and transverse position, the sound wave 

superposition would not form a well-defined air waveguide core. This is why a 

shorter 10 cm filament was used for the acoustic guide experiment. While the 
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acoustic superposition guide is a promising approach, future experiments will need 

filaments generated by very well-balanced multi-lobe beam profiles, an example of 

which is seen in ref. [52].  

By comparison, the thermal guides were far more robust, stable, and long-lived. 

Results from the thermal guide produced by a 70 cm long 4-filament are also shown 

in Fig. 2.5, where optimal coupling was found for f/# = 200, in rough agreement with 

the earlier fibre-based estimate. An out of focus end mode image (not to scale) is 

shown to verify the presence of the thermal guide’s lower density moat. Here we note 

that owing to the much greater lobe spacing of its long 4-filament, the thermal guide 

of Fig. 2.5 lasts much longer (milliseconds) than that from the short 4-filament of Fig. 

2.4 (~10 s). Guided output modes as function of injection delay are shown imaged 

from a plane past the end of the guide, in order to minimize guide distortion of the 

imaging. These mode sizes are larger than upstream in the guide where 4-filament 

lobe spacing is tighter, but where we are unable to image reliably. We injected up to 

110 mJ of 532 nm light, the maximum output of our laser, with 90% energy 

throughput in a single guided mode. This corresponds to a peak guiding efficiency of 

70%. Guiding efficiency vs. injected pulse delay is plotted in Fig. 2.5.  As seen in that 

plot, peak guiding occurs at ~600 s and persists out to ~2 ms where the guiding 

efficiency drops to ~15%.  Based on the guide core diameter of 2a ~ 150 m and the 

portion of the filament length with constant lobe spacing, L ~ 50 cm, the guided beam 

propagates approximately 2/ ( )L a   ~ 15 Rayleigh ranges. A movie of the thermal 

waveguide output beam, during real time rastering (at 10 Hz) of the injected beam 
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across the guide entrance, is shown in the supplementary material of our previously 

published work [30]. 

 

2.7. Simulations of waveguide development and guiding 

 

Owing to the linearity of the heat flow problem, the evolution of the 4-filament-

induced density structure in the thermal regime can be calculated by finding the 

solution T(x,y,t) to the 2D heat flow equation, 
2/T t T    , for a single filament 

source located at (x, y) = (0, 0) and then forming 
4

4

1

( , , ) ( , , )j j

j

T x y t T x x y y t


   , 

where (xj, yj) are the thermal source locations in the 4-filament. Here / pc  , 

where  and cp are the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of air. To 

excellent approximation, as shown in ref. [49], T(x,y,t) is Gaussian in space. Invoking 

pressure balance, the 2D density evolution is then given by 

 
   

2 2
2 4

0 0
4 2 2

10 04 4

j j

b

jb

x x y yT R
N r,t N exp ,

T R t R t 

           
     

  where R0 is the 

initial 1/e radius of the temperature profile of a single filament and T0 is its peak 

value above Tb, the background (room) temperature.  Using R0 = 50 m , T0 = 15K , 

 = 0.21 cm
2
/s for air [49], and source locations separated by 500 m, approximating 

our 70 cm 4-filament, gives the sequence of gas density plots shown in the upper 

panels of Fig. 2.6, clearly illustrating the development and persistence of the guiding 

structure over milliseconds. 
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Figure 2.6 Simulation of the evolution of and guiding in a thermal air waveguide. The top row shows 

the index of refraction shift produced by the 4-filament-induced temperature profile as a function of 

time. The bottom row shows a BPM simulation of the guided laser beam profile at the end of a 70 cm 

waveguide produced by the 4-filament-induced refractive index change. 

 

The propagation of the 532 nm beam in the waveguide was simulated in the 

paraxial approximation using the beam propagation method (BPM) [56]. The 

calculated intensity at the output of the waveguide is shown in the lower panels of 

Fig. 2.6. At early delays <100 s, characteristics of a multimode waveguide are 

observed in the simulation, including mode beating. At later times, as the refractive 

index contrast decreases, the propagation is smoother, indicating single mode 

behaviour, consistent with the estimates in Section 2.5 using the fibre parameter. The 

simulation is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. Axial 

nonuniformity in the waveguiding structure could explain the absence of four fold 

symmetry in the experimental data, whereas it is pronounced in the simulations. 
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2.8. Discussion of future long-range guiding possibilities  

 

We have demonstrated the generation of very long-lived and robust optical 

waveguides in air, their extent limited only by the propagation distance of the 

initiating femtosecond filament array and the axial uniformity of its energy 

deposition. Assuming a sufficiently uniform filament, this is ultimately determined by 

the femtosecond pulse energy absorbed to heat the gas. Based on a single filament 

diameter of ~100 m, an electron density of ~310
16

 cm
-3

 [16], ionization energy of  

~10 eV per electron, and 5 meV of heating per air molecule [49], approximately 0.5 

mJ is needed per metre of each filament.  Detailed measurements of the magnitude of 

energy deposition into air for the case of single filaments launched with a variety of 

initial pulse parameters are also presented in Chapter 5.  With a femtosecond laser 

system of a few hundred millijoules pulse energy, waveguides hundreds of meters 

long are possible.  

What is the optical power carrying capacity of these guides? For ~10 ns pulses of 

the type used here for waveguide injection, the peak energy is limited by an 

ionization threshold of 10
13

 W/cm
2
 to ~20 J for our 150 m core diameter (the self-

focusing threshold in air for 10 ns pulses is Pcr ~4 GW [3] or ~40 J).  However, the 

real utility of these air waveguides, in the thermal formation regime, derives from 

their extremely long millisecond-scale lifetime. This opens the possibility of guiding 

very high average powers that are well below the ionization threshold.  
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2.8.1. Thermal blooming 

 

We now consider the robustness of our filament-induced waveguides to thermal 

blooming [37], [57] from molecular and aerosol absorption in the atmosphere. For 

thermal blooming, we consider the deposited laser energy which can raise the local 

gas temperature by a fraction  of ambient, 1/ 1.5gP t A p   , where Pg is the 

guided laser power, t is the pulse duration,  is the absorption coefficient, A is the 

waveguide core cross sectional area, and p is the ambient pressure. Thermal blooming 

competes with guiding when  is approximately equal to the relative gas density 

difference between the core and cladding.  In our measurements of the thermal air 

waveguide, the typical index (and density) difference between the core and cladding 

is of the order of ~2% at millisecond timescales. Taking  = 0.02, p = 1 atm, and 

-8 -12x10  cm   [37], gives 5 2/ ~1.5x10  J/cmgP t A   as the energy flux limit for 

thermal blooming.  For example, for a 1.5 mm diameter air waveguide core formed 

from an azimuthal array of filaments, the limiting energy is ~ 2.7 kJgP t . Note that 

we use a conservative value for  at  ~ 1 m which includes both molecular and 

aerosol absorption for maritime environments [37], which contain significantly higher 

aerosol concentrations than dry air. If a high power laser is pulsed for t ~ 2 ms, 

consistent with the lifetime of our 10 Hz-generated thermal waveguides, the peak 

average power can be 1.3 MW.  It is possible that in such environments, air heating 

by the filament array itself could help dissipate the aerosols before the high power 

beam is injected, raising the thermal blooming threshold and also reducing aerosol 

scattering. An air waveguide even more robust against thermal blooming and capable 
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of quasi-continuous operation may be possible using a kHz repetition rate filamenting 

laser. We have already shown that the cumulative effect of filamenting pulses 

arriving faster than the density hole can dissipate leads to steady state hole depths of 

order ~10% [49].  

 

2.9. Simulation of gas hydrodynamic evolution 

 

The simulations of the gas hydrodynamic evolution presented in Figure 2.1 and 

Figure 2.6 are performed in cylindrical geometry using a one-dimensional Lagrangian 

one-fluid hydrocode, in which the conservation equations for mass, momentum and 

energy, / ( ) Si i i it      v  were solved numerically. For the mass equation, 

1 1 and 0    , for the momentum equation, 2  v  and 
2 P  I  (where I  is the 

unit tensor), and for the energy equation, 
2

3 3

1
 and 

2
P      v v q . Here,  is 

the volume density of the conserved quantity,  is the flux of that quantity, and S 

refers to sources or sinks, while  is mass density,  is fluid internal energy density, v 

is fluid velocity, P is gas pressure, and q = T is the heat flux, where  and T are 

the gas thermal conductivity and temperature. The radiation of the heated gas 

contributes negligibly to the energy balance, as can be verified by assuming the 

maximum emission of a black body and finding it to be tiny. At all times, S1 = S2 = 0 

by mass and momentum conservation, but without approximations, S3  0 because the 

thermal part of the energy density is changed by laser heating and by 

ionization/recombination of all the relevant species in the gas. However, we 
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recognize that at times  > ~10 ns after laser filament excitation, all of the energy 

initially stored in free electron thermal energy and in the ionization and excitation 

distribution is repartitioned into a fully recombined gas in its ground electronic state. 

The ‘initial’ radial pressure distribution driving the gas hydrodynamics at times > 10 

ns is set by the initial plasma conditions
0( ) ( / ) ( ) ( )e g e B eP r f f N r k T r  where kB is 

Boltzmann’s constant, Ne(r) and Te(r) are the initial electron density and electron 

temperature profiles immediately after femtosecond filamentation in the gas, and 

 and e gf f  are the number of thermodynamic degrees of freedom of the free electrons 

and gas molecules. Here, fe = 3, and fg = 5 for air at the temperatures of this 

experiment (T0  < 100K). To simulate the neutral gas response at long timescales we 

solve the fluid equations for the i, using S3 = 0 and the initial pressure profile given 

by P0(r) above. 
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Chapter 3: Collection of remote optical signals 
using air waveguides 

3.1. Overview and motivation 

 

In optical stand-off detection techniques, spectroscopic or other light-based 

quantitative information is collected from a distance. While the air waveguide 

concept presented in Chapter 2 demonstrated the ability to guide separately injected 

laser light from a source location towards a distant target, such a refractive index 

structure is also capable of carrying remotely generated light back towards a detector.  

In this chapter, we demonstrate that femtosecond filament-generated air waveguides 

can collect and transport remotely-generated optical signals while preserving the 

source spectral shape. The air waveguide acts as an efficient standoff lens. Here, we 

demonstrate collection of an isotropically emitted optical signal, the worst case 

scenario in terms of collection efficiency. Even stronger collection enhancement 

would apply to directional signals from stimulated backscattering [58] or backward 

lasing [38]. Our results have immediate impact on remote target applications of laser-

induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [59] and on LIDAR studies [39]. Our proof 

of principle experiment tests ~1 m long air waveguides of various configurations, in 

both the acoustic and thermal regimes. Extrapolation of our results to >100 m 

waveguides generated by extended filamentation [15], [60], [61] implies potential 

signal-to-noise enhancements greater than ~10
4
. Of course, demonstration of 

sufficiently uniform filament energy deposition will need to be demonstrated over 

such distances. 
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3.1.1. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy 

 

The ability to deliver high peak intensities at relatively long distances has been 

applied to LIDAR [39] and LIBS [59], and other remote sensing schemes [38], [41].  

In remote LIBS, as a specific example, laser-breakdown of a gas or solid target of 

interest generates a characteristic line spectrum that allows identification of target 

constituents. However, as the optical emission from the target is isotropic with a 

geometrical R
−2

 falloff with source distance, very little of the signal is collected by a 

distant detector, necessitating large numerical aperture collection optics and high gain 

detectors [59]. Schemes to increase the LIBS signal by increasing the plasma 

temperature and/or density have been proposed, such as use of double pulses [62], but 

all such methods are still subject to the geometrical factor.  Some recent schemes for 

optical stand-off detection use femtosecond filamentation.   

 

3.2. Experimental setup 

 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the experimental setup. Single filaments and filament arrays 

75-100 cm long are generated in air using 10 Hz Ti:Sapphire laser pulses at 800 nm, 

50-100 fs, and up to 16 mJ. The beam focusing is varied between f/400 and f/200 

depending on the type of guide. Arrays with four or eight filaments are generated by 

phase shifting alternating segments of the beam’s near field phase front by π. As 

described in Chapter 2, four-filament arrays, or quad-filaments, are generated using 

two orthogonal “half-pellicles” [30], and 8-filament arrays, or octo-filaments, are 

generated using eight segment stepped mirrors [52], resulting in either a TEM11-like 
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mode or a linear combination of LG0,±4 modes in the low intensity beam focus, as 

seen in insets (b) and (c) of Fig. 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Experimental setup for demonstration of light collection and transport by the air 

waveguide. Insets: (a) Time evolution of the spectrally integrated emission of the spark (blue curve) 

and its running integral (red curve). (b) Low intensity image of the 4 lobe beam focus generated by 

orthogonal half pellicles (shown). (c) Low intensity image of the 8 lobe beam focus generated by the 

segmented mirror (not shown). 

 

Above the self-focusing threshold, the beam lobes collapse into parallel and 

distinct filaments [30], [52]. By inserting burn paper into the paths of the quad- and 

octo-filaments [30], we have verified that their 4 or 8 lobe character is preserved 

through the whole propagation path. As detailed in the previous chapter, colliding 

acoustic waves at the array center launched by either quad-filaments or octo-filaments 

form waveguides of duration ~1 μs, roughly corresponding to the acoustic wave 
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transit time through the array center. Millisecond lifetime waveguides develop during 

the slow post-acoustic thermal diffusion of the density holes left by the filaments 

[30]. 

 

3.3. Guiding of plasma emission from laser breakdown 
sparks in air 

 

We tested the signal collection properties of our waveguides using an isotropic, 

wide bandwidth optical source containing both continuum and spectral line emission, 

provided by tight focusing at f/10 of a 6 ns, 532 nm, 100 mJ laser pulse to generate a 

breakdown spark in air. Time evolution of the spectrally integrated spark emission is 

shown in Fig. 3.1(a), where the scattered 532 nm signal has been filtered out. The 

signal FWHM is ~35 ns, with a long ~1 μs decay containing >85% of the emission. 

The air spark laser and the filament laser are synchronized with RMS jitter <10 ns. 

The delay between the spark and the filament structure is varied to probe the time-

evolving collection efficiency of the air waveguides. The air spark and filament 

beams cross at an angle of 22°, so that the spark has a projected length of ~500 μm 

transverse to the air waveguide. As depicted in Fig. 3.1, the spark is positioned just 

inside the far end of the air waveguide. Rays from the source are lensed by the guide 

and an exit plane beyond the end of the guide is imaged through an 800 nm dielectric 

mirror onto a CCD camera or the entrance slit of a spectrometer. This exit plane is 

located within 10 cm of the end of the waveguide.  
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3.4. Source collection enhancement and peak signal 
enhancement 

 

The collected signal appears on the CCD image as a guided spot with a diameter 

characteristic of the air waveguide diameter. Guided spots are shown in Fig. 3.2 for 

five types of air waveguide: the quad-filament and octo-filament waveguides in both 

the acoustic and thermal regimes, and the single filament annular acoustic guide. 

Surrounding the guided spots are shadows corresponding to the locations of the gas 

density depressions, which act as defocusing elements to scatter away source rays. 

We quantify the air waveguide’s signal collecting ability using two measures. The 

peak signal enhancement, 1, is defined as the peak imaged intensity with the air 

waveguide divided by the light intensity without it. We define the source collection 

enhancement, 2, as the integrated intensity over the guided spot, divided by the 

corresponding amount of light on the same CCD pixels in the absence of the air 

waveguide.  Figure 3.3 shows plots of 1 and 2 for each of our waveguide types as a 

function of time delay between the spark and filament laser pulses. Inspection of Fig. 

3.1(a) shows that ~70% of the spark emission occurs before 500 ns, so the evolution 

of the peak signal and collection enhancements are largely characteristic of the 

waveguide evolution and not the source evolution. The spot images shown in Fig. 3.2 

are for time delays where the collection efficiency is maximized for each waveguide. 

In general, we find 1 > 2 because the peak intensity enhancement is more spatially 

localized than the spot.  
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Figure 3.2 Single shot images of the breakdown spark light emerging from the exit of the guiding 

structures. (a) Single filament-induced guide at 1.2 µs. (b) Four-lobed acoustic guide at 3.2 µs, (c) 

Eight-lobed acoustic guide at 1.4 µs, (d) Four-lobed thermal guide at 250 µs,  (e) Eight-lobed thermal 

guide at 100 µs. 

 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the acoustic and thermal regimes of guiding 

discussed earlier. Figures 3.2(b) and (c) (and Fig. 3.3(b) and (c)) illustrate 

microsecond-duration acoustic guiding in the waveguide formed by colliding sound 

waves from quad and octo-filaments, while Figs. 3.2(d) and (e) (and Figs. 3.3(d) and 

(e)) illustrate the much longer duration thermal guiding from waveguide structures 

enabled by quad- and octo- density holes. The plots of peak and collection 

enhancement for the thermal guides show an almost 2 ms long collection window, 

~10
3
 times longer than for the acoustic guides. For a single filament (Fig. 3.2(a)) and 

3(a)), we also see source light trapping in a window ~1 µs long, where trapping 
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occurs in the positive crest of the single cycle annular acoustic wave launched in the 

wake of the filament [52]. Here, the trapping lifetime is constrained by the limited 

temporal window for source ray acceptance as the acoustic wave propagates outward 

from the filament. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Source collection enhancement (blue) and peak signal enhancement (red) plotted vs. 

filament - spark source delay for (a) single filament acoustic guide, (b) four-lobed acoustic guide, (c) 

eight-lobed acoustic guide, (d) four-lobed thermal guide, and (e) eight-lobed thermal guide.  

 

For each of the guides we observe peak signal enhancement in the range 

1 ~1.8 2  , and source collection enhancement 2 ~1.3 1.5  . (Fig. 3.2(a-e) and Fig. 

3.3 (a-e)). For a waveguide numerical aperture of 1/2NA 2( )co cln n    [30], 
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where δnco and δncl are the shifts in the air waveguide core and cladding refractive 

indices relative to undisturbed ambient air, the source collection enhancement is 

22

2

2 4(NA) in

out

a L

w a
 

  
   

   
  (3.1) 

 

where L is the waveguide length, ain and aout are the mode diameters for the 

waveguide at the spark source and the output respectively, w is the greater of the 

source diameter ds and ain, and  is a transient loss coefficient computed from a beam 

propagation method (BPM) [56] simulation (see below). For our octo-thermal guide 

we used burn paper to characterize the transverse profile of the guide, and a 

microphone [52] to measure the axial extent. Similar to previous experiments [30], 

we find the mode diameter to be roughly half the lobe spacing. Parameters for the 

octo-thermal guide are NA ~ 2.5∙10
-3

, L = 1 m, ain = 0.5 mm, aout = 1.5 mm, ds = 0.5 

mm, and  = 0.28, resulting in 2 = 3, which is in reasonable agreement with our 

measured 2 = 1.4.  Although the signal enhancement is modest for our meter-scale 

filament, the scaling 2

2 L   would enable a ~10
4
 collection enhancement by a 100 m 

air waveguide.  

 

3.5. Beam propagation method simulation of source 
collection enhancement 

 

For the BPM simulation, we used a paraxial portion of a spherical wave to 

simulate rays from a point source lensed by an eight-lobed thermal index structure 
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with peak index shift consistent with the NA used above. Faster than exponential 

losses are observed over the first meter as the lossiest leaky modes radiate out of the 

guide, factored into Eq. (3.1) through  as discussed above. Extending the 

propagation simulation from ~1 to 100 m for either a constant or linearly tapered 

transverse profile (doubling over 100 m) gives similar results, showing that beyond 1 

m, the losses transition to weakly exponential for the few weakly leaky modes 

remaining. After transient losses over the first meter, only 25% of the signal is lost 

over the remaining ~99 m of transit, preserving the L
2
 efficiency scaling. These 

results do not account for absorption in air. 

 

3.6. High fidelity transmission of spectral content through 
the air waveguide  

 

Crucial to remote sensing schemes is identification of source chemical 

composition, which is typically done by identifying characteristic spectral lines of 

neutral atoms or ions of a given species. For such schemes, it is important that the 

emission spectrum at the source location be conveyed with high fidelity to the remote 

detector location. To investigate this property of our air waveguide, we compared 

spectra measured 10 cm from the air spark source to spectra of the guided signal 

collected from the output of the air waveguide. The results are shown in Fig. 3.4, for a 

thermal waveguide from a quad-filament, where the spectra have been averaged over 

100 shots.  There is no significant difference in the spectra except for attenuation in 

the range 700-900 nm owing to signal transmission through a broadband 800 nm 

dielectric mirror, as depicted in Fig. 3.1, and the onset of UV absorption at less than 
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~350 nm due to absorption by the BK7 substrate of the same mirror and in the 

following BK7 lenses. In addition to characteristic nitrogen emission lines identified 

in Fig. 3.4, a very strong scattering peak is seen at 532 nm from the spark laser, with 

the spectral peak extending well past the range of the plot’s vertical axis. 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Air-spark spectrum collected near the source (red curve) and after transport in a 75 cm air 

waveguide (thermal guide from a quad-filament, blue curve).  Characteristic lines are indicated on the 

spectrum. The red curve is raised for clarity. (Spectrometer: Ocean Optics HR2000+) 

 

3.7. Concluding remarks 

 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a femtosecond filament-generated air 

waveguide can be used as a remote broadband collection optic to enhance the signal 

in standoff measurements of remote source emission. This provides a new tool for 

dramatically improving the sensitivity of optical remote sensing schemes. By 

employing air waveguides of sufficient length, the signal-to-noise ratio in LIDAR and 

remote LIBS measurements can be increased by many orders of magnitude. Finally, 
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we emphasize that air waveguides are dual purpose: not only can they collect and 

transport remote optical signals, but they can also guide high peak and average power 

laser drivers to excite those sources, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 4: Sensitivity of propagation and energy 
deposition to nonlinear refractive index 

4.1. Introduction and motivation 

 

Since the laser-induced atomic/molecular nonlinearity is responsible for the onset 

of filamentation and its sustainment, accurate coefficients are needed for modeling 

the nonlinear response in propagation models. Modeling and interpretation of 

experiments in filament-based applications such as long range propagation [36], high 

harmonic generation [63], and ultrashort pulse shaping and supercontinuum 

generation [22], [23], depend on an accurate representation of the nonlinearities. 

Many indirect measurements of the nonlinear response have appeared in the 

literature, with the aim of extracting coefficients such as 2n , the nonlinear index of 

refraction or Kerr coefficient [3]. Such indirect measurements include spectral 

analysis after nonlinear propagation [8], [64], spatial profile analysis [7], polarization 

rotation by induced birefringence [65], and spectral shifts of a probe pulse [66]. As an 

example, extracted 2n  values for the major constituents of air, N2 and O2, show a 

range of variation exceeding ~100%. Some of this variation might be attributed to 

nonlinear 3D propagation effects [64], [66], unintentional two-beam coupling in 

degenerate pump-probe experiments owing to the presence of laser-induced Kerr, 

plasma, and rotational gratings [66]–[69], and the laser pulsewidth dependence of the 

nonlinear response, which had not been directly resolved [7], [8], [64], [67]. 

Depending on the repetition rate of the laser, thermal changes in the gas density could 

also lead to an effective lowering of the nonlinearity observed in the experiment [49]. 
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In this chapter, we explore the sensitivity of femtosecond filamentation in air to 

the nonlinear response of the constituent molecules. Experiments are performed with 

varying laser pulse energy, pulsewidth and focusing f-number, and filaments are 

diagnosed along their propagation path by evaluating the local energy density 

absorbed from the laser. The measurements are compared to laser propagation 

simulations in which the nonlinear coefficients pertaining to the instantaneous part of 

the response, namely the nonlinear indices of refraction 
2n  for N2 and O2, are varied. 

We find sensitive dependence on the choices for 2n , with the best fit to experimental 

results obtained by using the values measured in [1]. For this sensitivity test, we focus 

on the instantaneous rather than the delayed response because of the prior wide 

variability in measured 2n , as displayed in Table 4.1. Our goal is to clearly 

demonstrate that accurate propagation simulations of high power femtosecond pulses 

depend sensitively on accurate values for the nonlinear response.  

 

4.2. Summary of nonlinear refractive index measurements 

 

At optical frequencies the electronic response, responsible for the Kerr effect, is 

nearly instantaneous on femtosecond time scales, while the response from molecular 

alignment is delayed owing to the molecular moment of inertia and depends strongly 

on the laser pulse duration [1], [17], [70]. The combined response can be expressed, 

to second order in the laser electric field, as a transient refractive index shift at a point 

in space,  
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2( ) ( ) ( ') ( ') 'n t n I t R t t I t dt





      (4.1) 

where I(t) is the laser intensity, R is the rotational Raman response function, and the 

first and second terms describe the instantaneous electronic and delayed rotational 

response. Experiments that use pulses longer than a few hundred femtoseconds [7], 

[8] cannot distinguish the electronic from rotational response, making such results of 

limited use for understanding the propagation of ultrashort pulses. Even experiments 

using pulses that are 90-120 fs [64], [66], [67], [70], [71] are barely able to 

distinguish the two. Recently, the optical nonlinear response for a range of noble and 

molecular gases was absolutely measured using single-shot supercontinuum spectral 

interferometry (SSSI) using 40 fs pump pulses [1], [17], [18].  This measurement 

technique enabled accurate determination of the separate instantaneous and delayed 

contributions to the total response. A remarkable additional aspect of the 

measurements [1], [17], [18] is that the instantaneous part of the response is seen to 

be linear in the intensity envelope well beyond the perturbative regime all the way to 

the ionization limit of the atom or molecule.  Thus, the 2n  values measured in [1], 

[18] are valid over the full range of intensities experienced by atoms or molecules in 

the filament core.  
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2n  (10

-19
 cm

2
/W) Δα (10

-25
 cm

3
) 

Wahlstrand  

et al. [1] 

(40 fs) 

Nibbering 

et al. [64] 

(120 fs) 

Loriot et al. 

[67] 

(90 fs) 

Börzsönyi 

et al. [72] 

(200 fs) 

Bukin  

et al. 

[73] 

(39 fs) 

Shelton 

and 

Rice 

[2] 

Wahlstrand  

et al.[1] 

Air 0.78  1.2 5.7   2.5 3.01   

N2 0.74  0.09 2.3  0.3 1.1  0.2 6.7   2.0  0.81 6.7  0.3 

O2 0.95  0.12 5.1  0.7 1.60  0.35   0.87 10.2  0.4 

Ar 0.97  0.12 1.4  0.2 1.00  0.09 19.4  1.9  1.04  

 

 
Table 4.1 Measured nonlinear coefficients for the major constituents of air. The Kerr coefficient, n2, 

for the instantaneous atomic or molecular response, is shown from Wahlstrand et al. [1] with results 

from other experiments shown for comparison. Included are the pump pulse durations used in the 

measurements. Also shown is the molecular polarizability anisotropy   , for which there is much 

less variability in the literature. The column for Shelton and Rice [2] gives results based on static 

electric field-induced second harmonic generation  measurements at much lower laser intensity than in 

a filament core. 

 

Table 4.1 summarizes the results from these measurements for the major 

constituents of air, N2, O2, and Ar. Results from other experiments and calculations 

are shown for comparison, illustrating the wide range of values obtained. 

 

4.3. Sonographic measurements of energy deposition 

 

We have shown previously [49], [52], [74] that the ultrafast laser energy 

absorption during filamentation generates a pressure impulse leading to single cycle 

acoustic wave generation ~100 ns after the laser passes, followed at ~1 s by a 

residual ‘density hole’ left in the gas after the acoustic wave propagates away.  

Hydrodynamics simulations show that for moderate perturbations to the gas, for 

which single filaments qualify, either the acoustic wave amplitude or the hole depth is 

proportional to the local laser energy absorbed [49], [52], [74]. While measurement of 
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the density hole depth requires an interferometry setup with associated phase 

extraction analysis, the simplest approach is to measure the z-dependent acoustic 

amplitude with a microphone, and we use this signal as a proxy for laser energy 

absorbed by the gas.  

Laser energy is nonlinearly absorbed by the gas through ionization and molecular 

rotational Raman excitation [74], [75]. (The bandwidth of typical ultrashort 800 nm 

pulses is too small to support vibrational Raman absorption [70].) The rotational 

excitation thermalizes as the molecular rotational states collisionally dephase over a 

few hundred picoseconds [70], while the plasma recombines over ~10 ns.  

Eventually, but still on a timescale much shorter than the fastest acoustic timescale of 

a/cs ~100 ns, where a is the filament radius and cs is the sound speed,  the absorbed 

laser energy is repartitioned over the thermodynamic degrees of freedom of the 

neutral gas and forms a pressure impulse that drives the subsequent hydrodynamics.  

Acoustic measurements of optical filaments have been used in a number of prior 

contexts [76]–[79].  Other possible filament diagnostics are plasma conductivity [80], 

fluorescence [81], and direct [16] and indirect [81]–[85] measurements of filament 

plasma density, none of which are directly proportional to absorbed laser energy, and 

all of which require a combination of non-trivial optical setups and data retrieval, and 

complex auxiliary modeling for interpretation. 
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4.4. Simulation of propagation and laser energy absorption 

 

For the purposes of comparing the effects of different values of 2n  on 

filamentation, we employ a 2D+1 simulation of the optical pulse propagation [75], 

[86], [87].  The simulation models the most relevant aspects of the pulse’s 

propagation, including the instantaneous electronic response, the delayed rotational 

response, multiphoton ionization, ionization damping, and the plasma response.   

The transverse electric field envelope of the laser pulse evolves according to the 

modified paraxial wave equation 

 
22

2

2 2
2 4 NLik E ik P

z
 

  


       
         

       
                  (4.2) 

 

where 
1

0 0[1 ( ) / 2]k c    , 0  is the pulse carrier frequency, ( )   is the neutral 

gas contribution to the linear dielectric response, 
gv t z    is the position coordinate 

in the group velocity frame,  01 ( ) / 2gv c    , and 

0

2 2 2

2 0/ ( k/ ) 20fs /mc
 

  


     [88] accounts for group velocity dispersion in 

air. Included in the nonlinear polarization density,
NL elec rot free ionizP P P P P    , is the 

instantaneous electronic (Kerr) response, the delayed molecular rotational response, 

the (linear) free electron response, and a polarization density term associated with the 

laser energy loss from ionization (ionization damping).  
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It is convenient to express the electronic and rotational polarization densities as 

the product of an effective susceptibility and the electric field: elec elecP E  and 

rot rotP E , where  

           
2
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N
n E
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          (4.3b) 

 

 

Here, 2n  is the nonlinear index of refraction (Kerr coefficient) at 1 atm, atmN  is the 

gas density at 1 atm, gN  is the gas density,   is the difference in molecular 

polarizabilities parallel and perpendicular to the molecular bond axis, j  is the total 

angular momentum quantum number, 
2, (2 1) /j j Mj I    , MI  is the moment of 

inertia, and the 0

,j j  are thermal equilibrium density matrix elements [70], [86].  

The free electron polarization density is determined by  

2 1 2( ) (4 )free pik P k E     where 
2 2 24 /p e ek e N m c  is the square of the plasma 

wavenumber and eN  is the free electron density. For inverse-bremsstrahlung losses, 

we include an electron-neutral collision rate,en , on the left side of Eq. (4.2) when 

solving for the plasma response only. The ionization damping polarization density 

evolves as ( ) 2ioniz ionik P E    , where 

1

2

1

| |
ion I I gc U N

E
             (4.4) 
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is the damping rate, IU  is the ionization potential, I  the cycle-averaged ionization 

rate [89], and 1

e I gN c N   . A sum over species, namely nitrogen and oxygen, is 

implied in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). We neglect the contribution of Ar, which at ~1% 

atmospheric concentration has a negligible effect on the propagation simulation 

results.  

With these expressions for the polarization densities and Eq. (4.2), the local 

depletion per unit length of the laser pulse energy, LU ,  is given by 

2

1 2 2

0

1
2

prot
L L I I g en L e osc I gU I U N c I m c K N d rd

z c


    

 


    
       

      
      (4.5) 

where 1 2(8 ) | |LI c E   is the intensity and 
2

0( | | /2 )osc eK e E m c  is the 

normalized, cycle averaged quiver energy of a free electron. In order, the terms in the 

integrand represent the energy from the laser pulse absorbed (restored) by rotational 

excitation (de-excitation), the energy absorbed in freeing electrons from their binding 

potential (ionization energy), inverse-bremsstrahlung losses, and the cycle-averaged 

kinetic energy imparted to electrons by the laser field as they enter the continuum, a 

result of freed electrons being born with zero velocity. This final term is often 

referred to as semi-classical above threshold ionization energy [90].   

Our experiments use beam aperturing and weak focusing of the laser pulse to 

enable adjustment of the f-number and to promote filamentation. To model the 

aperture, a radial filter is applied to the electric field.  In particular, the field just after 

the aperture, ,aE  , is given by 18 24

, ,1 4( / ) 3( / )a a a aE r r r r E 
     , where ar  is the 

aperture radius and ,aE   is the field just before the aperture. We note that the filter 
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function’s value and derivative vanish at ar r . The lens is modeled by applying the 

thin-lens phase factor to the electric field
2

, ,exp( / 2 )l lE ikr f E   , where 
,lE 

 and 

,lE 
 are the fields just after and just before the lens and f is the lens focal length. The 

laser input field is modeled as ( ) sin( / )E     for 0    , where the FWHM of 

2
( )E   is / 2 . 

The simulations performed for this chapter examine the sensitivity of the axial 

profile of filament energy deposition to the choice of values of 2n  for N2 and O2. 

These determine the magnitude of the instantaneous part of the response and enter the 

simulation via Eq. (4.3a). The rotational response model, which is described by Eq. 

(4.3b) and uses the values of  from Table 4.1, remains unchanged for all 

simulations. 

 

4.5. Experimental setup 

 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1.  Pulses from our 10 Hz Ti:Sapphire 

laser system were apertured through a variable diameter iris immediately followed by 

a f = 3m MgF2 lens to gently initiate filamentary propagation.  The pulsewidth, pulse 

energy, and iris diameter were varied while still producing stable single filaments.  

Single filament propagation was confirmed by visually inspecting the beam on an 

index card over the full range of propagation into the far field.  A compact electret-

type microphone was mounted on a rail, 3 mm away from the filament, to enable 

scans over the full filament length. The microphone’s transverse position variation 
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with respect to the filament was < 0.5 mm over the full scan.  Since the sound wave 

amplitude decreases with distance from the filament as 1/2~ r , the fractional change 

in acoustic amplitude A for a radial variation r is 
1

/ /
2

A A r r   . For our case, 

/ 8%A A  .  The output signal of the microphone was digitized and collected by a 

computer for analysis.  At each scan position along the filament, ~50 microphone 

traces were averaged. A typical averaged trace is shown in the inset of Figure 4.1.  A 

CCD camera served as a shot-by-shot energy monitor using a small portion of the 

beam transmitted through a turning mirror.  Energy binning allowed the discarding of 

laser shots deviating from the quoted pulse energy by more than ~10%.  Note that the 

sound wave’s maximum frequency is roughly /sc a ~ 10 MHz, greatly in excess of 

the microphone bandwidth’s upper limit of ~15 kHz, so that the measured trace is 

simply the impulse response, whose peak is proportional to the acoustic wave 

amplitude.  

 
 

Figure 4.1 Pulses from a 10Hz Ti:Sapphire laser are apertured by an iris and focused by a f = 3 m 

MgF2 lens, forming an extended filament.  A small portion of the laser energy is collected by a CCD 

camera to enable later energy binning of the results. An electret-type microphone positioned 3 mm 

away from the propagation axis is axially scanned along the full length of the filament in 1 cm steps. 

Also shown is a typical averaged microphone signal. 
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4.6. Results and discussion 

 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show microphone scans and propagation simulations for 

filaments generated with f/505 focusing (pulse energy 2.5 mJ) and f/300 focusing 

(pulse energy 1.8 mJ), for pulsewidths  = 40 fs and  = 132 fs. The pulse energy was 

reduced in the f/300 case to maintain single filamentation. As discussed above, the 

plotted points are proportional to the peak acoustic wave amplitude, which is 

proportional to the local energy absorption (or energy deposited per unit length) by 

the laser pulse. The simulation points are calculated as /LU z   from Eq. (4.5).  

In the experiments, the laser pulsewidth was varied to explore the relative 

importance of choice of 2n  when filamentation is dominated by the instantaneous 

(Kerr) versus delayed (rotational) nonlinearities, and the f-number was varied to test 

the effect of lens focusing on the sensitivity of this choice.   

Our prior work [1], [16], [17] has established that 40 fs pulses dominantly 

experience the instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity characterized by 2n , while the 

nonlinearity experienced by 132 fs pulses is dominated by molecular rotation. This is 

because the fastest onset timescale for the rotational contribution, 

 max max~ 2 / 1 ~50 fsrott T j j   , is set by the highest significantly populated 

rotational state maxj (~16-18) impulsively excited in the filament at the laser pulse 

clamping intensity. Here T = 8.3 ps is the fundamental rotational period for N2 [70]. 

This leads us to expect that the choice of 2n  will be more significant for propagation 

simulations of shorter pulses.  
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We also expect that sensitivity to the choice of 
2n  will be more pronounced in 

simulations of longer f-number-generated filaments. This is because larger f-numbers 

imply a weaker contribution of lens focusing, and a relatively more important role of 

nonlinear self-focusing to filament onset and propagation. For unaided filamentation 

of a collimated beam, the proper choice of 
2n  in simulations is expected to be even 

more important.   

Figure 4.2 shows experiment and simulation results for the longer f-number-

generated filaments, at f/505. The left column of panels (green curves) is for 40 fs 

pulses and the right column of panels (red curves) is for 132 fs pulses. The 

experimental points are the same in each column, and the simulations explore the 

effect of using values of 2n  for N2 and O2 that are 50% (top row), 100% (middle 

row), and 150% (bottom row) of the measured values of Wahlstrand et al. [1] shown 

in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.2 Axial scan of average peak signal from microphone trace (points) and propagation 

simulations of laser energy deposition (solid curves). Filaments were generated with pulse energy 2.5 

mJ at f/505 for pulsewidths 40 fs (green) and 132 fs (red). The error bars on the points are the standard 

deviation of the mean for ~50 shots at each axial location. The simulations in the center row use n2 

values for N2 and O2 from Wahlstrand et al. [1] (see Table 4.1), while simulations in the top and 

bottom rows use 0.5 times and 1.5 times these values. The vacuum focus position is z = 0. The 
2
 fit 

result is shown on each plot. 

 

In order to quantitatively assess the agreement between experiment and 

simulation, a two-dimensional 2  fit test was performed according to  

    
2

2 1

1

( ) S( ) / ( ( ))
N

j i i k j ijk
i

N M z z z B z  



       (4.6) 

 

where a scale factor j  was applied to each set of N data points ( )iM z , and an axial 

shift kz  was applied to each set of N points ( )iS z  simulating energy absorption. 

Here, ( )iB z  is the standard deviation of the mean corresponding to measurement 
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( )iM z . The scale factor 
j  was adjusted over 10

4
 equally spaced values while kz

was adjusted in 1 cm increments. The best fit is taken as   2 2min
jk

  , the 

minimum over j and k, and is shown on each panel of Fig. 4.2. In all cases, the 

optimum axial shift minimizing 2  is less than 9 cm. It was separately verified that 

changing the effective focal length of the thin lens applied in the simulation by ~10 

cm does not change the shape of the simulated energy deposition; rather it changes 

the longitudinal position at which the energy deposition occurs. It is seen in Fig. 4.2 

that minimum 2  is achieved for the middle row simulations using the values of 2n  

for N2 and O2 given in Wahlstrand et al. [1].  For that case, the simulation curves 

match the experimental points surprisingly well. 

Further examination of Fig. 4.2 shows that the experiment-simulation mismatch in 

the shorter pulse (40 fs) case is more sensitive to the choice of 2n  than in the longer 

pulse case (132 fs). As discussed earlier, the reason for this is that the dominant 

positive nonlinearity governing propagation in the long pulse case is field-induced 

molecular rotation, with reduced sensitivity to the instantaneous response 

characterized by 2n . It is worth noting that in the long pulse case, the signal does not 

go to zero at either end of the plot because measurable filament energy deposition 

extended beyond the range of the microphone rail travel.  

Note that in our simulations, we use the ionization model of Popruzhenko et al. 

[89] without any adjustments. That ionization rate is valid for arbitrary values of the 

Keldysh parameter and has been verified by comparisons to numerical solutions of 

the single active electron, time-dependent Schrodinger equation. A fair question is 
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whether use of a different ionization rate, say the one of [89] scaled by a constant 

factor, would have resulted in a different value of 
2n  providing the best fits in Fig. 

4.2.  

 
 

Figure 4.3 Propagation simulations of laser energy deposition for the conditions of Fig. 4.2, for three 

scalings of the ionization rate I of Popruzhenko et al. [89]. All simulations use 2n  values for N2 and 

O2 from Wahlstrand et al. [1]. This figure illustrates the relative insensitivity of energy deposition to 

variations in ionization rate compared to variations in 2n . 

 

To test this possibility, we performed simulations as in Fig. 4.2 but with scale 

factors of 0.5 and 2 multiplying the ionization rate I  of [89]. The result is shown in 

Fig. 4.3, where it is seen that the absorbed energy profiles remain very similar in 

amplitude and shape, and are certainly much less sensitive to changes in I  than to 

variations in 2n , as seen in Fig. 4.2.  This is a consequence of intensity clamping 

combined with the high order intensity dependence of the ionization rate. Intensity 

clamping occurs roughly when 2 ~ / 2e crn I N N , when Kerr focusing is offset by 

plasma-induced defocusing. If we consider multiphoton ionization (MPI) with

0~eN RN t  , where m

mR I   is the MPI rate (m = 9 for oxygen and  = 800 nm), 

N0 is the gas density, t is the ionization time, and m is the MPI scale factor, the 
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clamping intensity is approximately

1/( 1)

2

0

2
~

m

cr
cl

n N
I

tN



 
 

 
. Scale factors varying from 

0.5  to 2m m      yield a ~10% variation in the clamping intensity. In fact, an 

increase in ionization rate through  leads to a decrease in ionization time t, further 

reducing the sensitivity of clI  to ionization rate. 

Results from experiments and simulations for filaments generated at a lower f-

number, f/300, are shown in Fig. 4.4. The figure panels are organized in the same way 

as in Fig. 4.2. Here again, it is seen that the best fit between simulation and 

experiment, as measured by 2 , is for simulations using the 2n  values measured in 

Wahlstrand et al. [1].  These simulations match the experiment quite well. There are 

two additional important observations. First, as before, and for the same reason, the 

long pulse (132 fs) simulations are less sensitive to choice of 2n  than short pulse 

simulations. Second, even with the greater sensitivity of the short pulse simulations to 

choice of 2n , that sensitivity is reduced from the f/505 case of Fig. 4.2. This is 

because at f/300 (which induces ~70% more phase front curvature), the lens plays a 

relatively more important role in the filament propagation. 
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Figure 4.4 Axial scan of average peak signal from microphone trace (points) and propagation 

simulations of laser energy deposition (solid curves). Filaments were generated with pulse energy 1.8 

mJ at f/300 for pulsewidths 40 fs (blue) and 132 fs (black). The error bars on the points are the 

standard deviation of the mean for ~50 shots at each axial location. The simulations in the center row 

use n2 values for N2 and O2 from Wahlstrand et al. [1] (see Table 4.1), while simulations in the top and 

bottom rows use 0.5 times and 1.5 times these values. The vacuum focus position is z = 0. The 
2
 fit 

result is shown on each plot. 

 

There are several locations in the short pulse simulations (middle green panel of 

Fig. 4.2 and bottom blue panel of Fig. 4.4) showing a downstream resurgence in the 

laser absorption. This is an artifact produced by the radial symmetry assumed by the 

simulation, which arises due to a combination of space-time focusing and plasma 

refraction at the back of the pulse.  Azimuthal intensity variation in real experimental 

beam profiles (and the associated azimuthally varying nonlinear phase pickup) 

significantly reduces the on-axis superposition of beam contributions, thereby 

reducing or eliminating the energy deposition compared to the simulation. In effect, a 

beam with azimuthal asymmetry consists of several modes, each with a different 
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critical power. As a result these modes focus at different axial positions resulting in a 

more diffuse deposition of the pulse energy along the axis. 

Our simulations also allow an examination of the individual laser absorption 

channels in air.  Figure 4.5 shows plots of three of the absorption terms in Eq. (4.5). 

The contribution of inverse bremsstrahlung absorption (third term) is negligible 

because 1ent , and is not shown.  Two contributions dominate for most of our 

measured filament parameters.  One is rotational excitation of molecules, described 

by the first term in Eq. (4.5). The other dominant channel is the energy absorbed in 

ionization, here taken as the promotion of bound electrons to the continuum with zero 

velocity (second term in Eq. (4.5)). The contribution of the fourth term, the excess 

energy from above threshold ionization (modeled as a semi-classical electron drift 

energy), which goes into electron heating, is comparatively less significant.  For 

lower intensity and longer duration pulses, the molecular rotation channel can 

dominate ionization, as seen for a large portion of the filament length in the f/505, 

132 fs   case. This follows straightforwardly from the reduced ionization rate at 

lower intensity and the more efficient coupling to molecular rotation of longer pulses 

[1], [16], [70].  Conversely, for higher intensity pulses, ionization dominates.  It is 

interesting to note that in both cases of Fig. 4.5, there is significant molecular 

absorption both in advance of the onset of ionization and well beyond where 

ionization fades away. 
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Figure 4.5 Simulated energy deposition due to various mechanisms in air for the laser parameters 

shown above each panel.  The solid curve (black) represents the total energy deposited into the air, 

while dotted curves represent the energy deposited through above threshold ionization (blue), 

ionization of the medium (green), and rotational excitation (red).  Inverse bremsstrahlung heating of 

the electrons is negligible and not shown. 

 

4.7. Conclusions 

 

We have shown that the z-dependent monitoring of the acoustic wave launched by 

a filament is a remarkably sensitive diagnostic of the laser energy absorption physics 

of filamentation.  This diagnostic has enabled detailed comparisons of filament 

propagation experiments with simulations. It was seen that simulations of filament 

propagation in air depend sensitively on the choice of the nonlinear indices of 

refraction, 2n , which describe the instantaneous portion of the nonlinear response. 

The values of 2n  for N2 and O2 providing the best fit between simulation and 

experiment are those measured in Wahlstrand et al. [1], with excellent agreement in 

that case. For longer laser pulses and lower f-number induced filamentation, 

sensitivity to the proper choice of 2n  is reduced due to the relatively larger roles of 
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the molecular rotational nonlinearity and the lens focusing. Based on our results, we 

expect that the most sensitive test for the proper choices of 
2n  is beam collapse and 

filamentation by a collimated beam without assistance from a lens.  
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Chapter 5: Energy deposition of single filaments in 
the atmosphere 

5.1. Introduction and motivation 

 

In the preceding chapters, several schemes have been proposed not only for long-

range femtosecond filament related applications but also fundamental measurements 

of physical constants related to ultrashort pulse propagation.  Crucial to these 

schemes is the nonlinear deposition of energy into the propagation medium.  In the 

case of the air waveguide presented in Chapters 2 and 3, the magnitude and 

distribution of energy deposition determines the depth and axial extent of the index 

perturbation constituting the air waveguide.  Because such waveguides are generated 

using multi-filamenting beams generated by the collapse of higher order transverse 

modes [30], [52], a basic goal is to determine the energy deposition per unit length of 

propagation for a single filament.  

As described in the previous chapters, a filamenting pulse propagating through the 

atmosphere deposits energy into the propagation medium primarily through optical 

field ionization and by non-resonant rotational Raman excitation of the air molecules 

[74].  In Chapter 4, simulations were presented which account for these and other 

energy deposition channels which are present but are comparatively negligible: 

heating by above threshold ionization, whereby a photo-ionized electron is born with 

nonzero kinetic energy [90], and inverse bremsstrahlung heating by laser-driven 

electron-ion collisions in the dilute filament plasma [91]. All of the direct excitations 

of the air by the filament are eventually converted to a localized distribution of 

thermal energy of neutral air [49]: the weakly ionized plasma channel produced by 
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the filamenting pulse recombines in less than ~10 ns [82], and the rotational 

excitation collisionally decoheres on a ~100 ps timescale [70].   

Several researchers have published findings attempting to theoretically estimate 

or experimentally measure the magnitude of energy deposition into the air during 

femtosecond filamentation.  Sprangle, et. al., [92] provide estimates of both pulse 

energy depletion per unit length, as well as maximal distance over which a pulse can 

propagate by assuming that all liberated pulse energy goes into ionizing the air.  

Mechanisms which contribute to the termination of filamentary propagation such as 

divergence gained by the pulse during propagation [93], and temporal pulse-splitting 

[94] have also been examined.  Additionally, energy deposition in the 

‘superfilamentation’ regime has recently been experimentally measured [95].  Our 

results presented in this chapter are distinct from these recent measurements [95]–

[98] of laser propagation and absorption under tight (non-filamentary) focusing of an 

ultrashort pulse in air, where because the focusing is lens-dominated rather than 

nonlinearity-dominated, the pulse intensity can exceed the typical clamping intensity 

in air of ~510
13

 W/cm
2
 [99], with an attendant significant increase in gas ionization 

and laser absorption. The results presented in this chapter suggest that in either the 

loose-focusing or collimated regime of filamentary propagation, the energy loss does 

not play a significant role in limiting filament length, because at filament termination, 

the pulses still contain energy well above the critical power for self-focusing, P > Pcr . 
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5.2. Partitioning of the absorbed laser energy 

 

It is first useful to assess the fraction of absorbed laser energy that goes into the 

acoustic wave. Once the single-cycle acoustic wave propagates away from the laser-

heated volume, the gas is in pressure balance (that is, the pressure is uniform), leaving 

an elevated temperature and reduced density at the density hole, with the temperature 

and density transitioning to ambient atmospheric temperature and density outside the 

hole [49], [52]. For an ideal diatomic gas for which only translational and rotational 

degrees of freedom are available, the thermal energy density is related to the pressure 

by 
5

2
P  . (The filament-induced gas temperature rise is insufficient to excite 

vibrations). Thus, after the acoustic wave propagates away, the energy density 

throughout the region is constant and equal to its pre-laser heating value. We 

therefore infer that the acoustic wave carries away nearly 100% of the energy 

invested in the gas by the laser pulse. Other possible energy dissipation channels are 

thermal radiation and thermal conduction. For the initial filament-induced 

temperature increase of T ~ 100K [49], thermal radiation is negligible, and on the  

~1 s timescale over which the acoustic wave propagates away, thermal conduction 

has had little time to affect the energy balance [49].  

The above analysis shows that two independent methods can be used as 

proportional measures of laser energy absorption: microphone measurements of the 

acoustic wave, and interferometric measurement of the density hole remaining after 

the acoustic wave propagates away. If the initial absorbed energy density from the 
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filament is 
5

2
i iP   , where 

0i B iP N k T    is the initial pressure increase upon 

laser heating, 0N  is the ambient air density, iT  is the initial temperature increase 

and Bk  is Boltzmann’s constant, a microphone placed a fixed short distance R from 

the filament will register a peak signal amplitude 1/2/mic i iS P R    , a 

proportional measure of laser energy absorption. Meanwhile, the residual density hole 

left behind by the acoustic wave has a maximum initial depth  0 0/i iN T N T   , 

which later evolves as  0 0( ) ( ) /N t T t N T    as the temperature relaxes to the 

ambient value 0T  by thermal diffusion [49]. Therefore, an interferometric 

measurement of the depth of the density hole at a fixed delay, after the acoustic wave 

has left, is also a proportional measure of the initial laser energy absorption. 

 

5.3. Experimental setup 

 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.1, incorporating interferometric and 

microphone measurements of filament absorption (Fig. 5.1(a)), as well as a third 

independent technique, a direct measurement of absorption using a broadband 

photodiode and integrating sphere (Fig. 5.1(b)).  Up to ~ 2 m long filaments were 

generated by weakly focusing  = 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser pulses at f/600 with an 

f = 3 m  MgF2 lens. Incident pulse energy was varied by passing the beam through a 

motorized waveplate followed by two reflections from thin film polarizers, allowing 

excellent polarization contrast and fine pulse energy variation between 0 and 4 mJ. 

Pulsewidth was varied by changing the compressor grating separation. Examination 
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of the beam with a card along the filament ensured that for all pulse energies chosen, 

propagation was in the single filament regime. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 5.1 (a) Pulses from a 10 Hz, 800 nm, Ti:Sapphire amplifier are focused at f/600 by an f = 3 m 

MgF2 lens to form a single filament of length < 2 m.  Part of the incident pulse energy is measured by a 

reference Si photodiode. After filament termination, the far field beam mode is near-normally reflected 

by a sequence of wedges and collected by an integrating sphere, enabling a direct, broadband, and 

sensitive measurement of absorbed energy. (b) A 7 ns, 532 nm interferometer probe pulse (variably 

delayed between 2-5ms) is propagated longitudinally along the filament-induced density hole and into 

a folded wavefront interferometer for retrieval of ( )n


 r , the axially averaged refractive index shift 

profile. The inset shows a typical ( )n


 r  profile obtained from a 100-shot averaged phase shift profile. 

 

For the direct absorption measurements (Fig. 5.1(b)), reflection from a thin glass 

window prior to the start of filamentation gives a reference photodiode signal 

proportional to the incident pulse energy.  In the far-field, after self-termination of the 
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filament, the beam is attenuated by near-normal incidence reflections (< 3 from 

normal) from a series of glass wedges and sent into an integrating sphere with an 

identical photodiode.  The UV-enhanced silicon photodiodes have a relatively flat 

spectral response in the visible/NIR spectral region as do the near-normal incidence 

wedge reflections and the integrating sphere internal coating.  This setup 

accommodates the extreme spectral broadening induced by filamentation.  

The reference and integrating sphere photodiode signals were absolutely calibrated 

against a commercial laser energy meter and relatively calibrated against each another 

using a long pulse (~10 ns), low energy, linearly propagating (non-filamenting) beam, 

derived from the Ti:Sapphire laser with the oscillator seed pulse blocked. The 

photodiode signals were found to be linearly proportional to each other and to the 

incident pulse energy to within 1% throughout the entire range of energies used in our 

experiments.   

 

5.4. Direct absorption measurements 

 

Direct absorption measurements are plotted in Figure 5.2 as a function of incident 

pulse energy for a range of pulsewidths. The highest absorption of ~4% (~200 J) is 

observed for the shortest and highest energy pulse (50 fs, 4 mJ).  The data points are 

replotted on log-log scales in the inset, where dashed lines following an energy (or 

intensity I) squared dependence are overlaid. It is seen in all plots that absorption for 

the low- to mid-range of pulse energies (indicated by left- and right-hand vertical 

dashed lines) is well-described by an I
2
 dependence, with faster variation at higher 
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energies. Note that the left-hand dashed line extends to lower energies for shorter 

pulsewidths, consistent with the wider range of intensities available in those cases. 

The I
2
 absorption dependence is consistent with gas absorption by non-resonant two-

photon rotational Raman excitation in nitrogen and oxygen, as discussed in [70], [74], 

[78]. At pulse energies beyond the right-hand dashed line, the absorption is seen to 

grow faster than I
2
, in accord with the onset of plasma generation and additional 

heating, and then saturate (in the highest peak intensity 50 fs and 70 fs cases) owing 

to the limitation of laser intensity by plasma defocusing, or intensity clamping [99]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Laser pulse energy absorbed in single filamentation versus input pulse energy, as measured 

using a pair of calibrated photodiodes in the configuration of Fig. 5.1(b). Overlaid points represent 

measurements of total energy absorption, Eabs, determined by longitudinal interferometry.  Error bars 

on those points are the differences between largest and smallest measured absorptions. Inset:  Data 

points of (a) replotted on a log-log scale, overlaid with dashed lines depicting absorption  I
2
. 
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5.5. Gas hydrodynamic measurements 

 

The initial energy density increase from filament heating can also be written

0i v ic T    , where vc  is the specific heat capacity of air at constant volume, 0  is 

the initial air mass density and where 2  ( , ) Ei absd dz z   r r , the total absorbed 

energy. Immediately after the acoustic wave has propagated away and pressure 

equilibrium is established, the initial mass density distribution of the density hole 

follows  0 0 0/ /i i i vT T c T       . As the temperature profile relaxes by 

thermal diffusion, we can define an energy density 0( , , ) ( , , )vz t c z t T     r r   

which has the property 2 2

0 ( , , )  ( , , ) Ev absd dz z t c T d dz z t         r r r r  

independent of delay. In effect, the magnitude of the energy deposition is encoded in 

the density profile that remains in the filament’s wake after the acoustic wave 

propagates away.  Using 0 / ( 1)n n     , where n is the air refractive index [100], 

the total energy loss along the filament is then 1 1 2

0 0 ( 1) ( )abs vE c T k n d  

     r r  

where T0 = 297K and ( ) r is determined by interferometry. 

The gas hydrodynamic response, from which we infer the laser energy absorption, 

was first measured interferometrically and then sonographically. A variably delayed 7 

ns, 532 nm probe pulse counter-propagating with respect to the filament (see Fig. 

5.1(a)) provided time-resolved interferometric measurements of the propagation path-

averaged gas density depression in the long time delay thermal regime (few 

milliseconds). In this regime, the mild transverse gas density gradients minimize 

refraction and distortion of the probe. Beam propagation simulations [101] verify that 
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the maximum phase error introduced by probe refraction over ~ 2 m filaments is <5% 

for our experimental parameters.  To enable quasi-real time background subtraction 

for interferometric phase extraction, the pre-filamenting beam is passed through an 

optical chopper with a 50% duty cycle, alternating shots with and without the 

filament. 

Interferograms were analyzed using standard techniques [102] to extract the 2D 

spatial phase pattern 
0

( )  ( , )

L

k dz n z   r r  imposed on the probe beam by its 

passage through the filament-induced gas density hole.  Here, n  is the air index 

change resulting from the gas density hole, z is the filament propagation coordinate, 

r  is the transverse coordinate, L is the filament length, and k is the probe beam 

vacuum wavenumber. 

Interferometry-extracted values of total energy absorption are overlaid on the 

curves of Fig. 5.2 using two input energies and four probe delays at each energy. The 

error bars are the difference between largest and smallest measured absorptions. 

These values for absorption are in reasonable agreement with those obtained directly 

using the photodiode arrangement of Fig. 5.1(b), except that they are consistently 

smaller, especially for the highest intensity pulses where the direct absorption and 

interferometry results differ by ~30%. We are currently investigating this 

discrepancy, which points to a loss mechanism at the highest intensities not 

contributing to thermal heating. 
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5.6. Sonographic measurements 

 

While the interferometry experiment provides overall energy absorption, detailed 

longitudinal dependence of energy absorption was performed using sonographic 

probing, a technique used in several filament-related experiments [52], [76], [78], 

[91], [95].  Here, a compact electret-type microphone was scanned alongside the 

filament at a transverse distance of R = 1.5 mm along its entire longitudinal extent.  

The microphone signal, 1/2/mic i iS P R    , was collected at 2 cm steps along 

the filament.  

Figure 5.3 shows longitudinal distributions of energy deposition per unit length 

/absdE dz  for a range of sonographically probed filaments, where the vertical scale is 

set by absE  as determined by the longitudinal interferometry experiment, so that Fig. 

3 is a purely hydrodynamically-determined result.  The values for Eabs are in 

reasonable agreement with the direct absorption measurements of Fig. 5.2. 

Alternatively, the vertical scales of Fig. 5.3 could have been set by the direct 

absorption measurements. We note that our results for /absdE dz  are more in line with 

the long pulse simulation results of ref. [91] at f/500 than the short pulse results in 

that paper. An important question is the dependence of absorption on f-number. We 

have found through propagation simulations [91] that the peak absorption rate in 

J/cm
 
can drop by a factor of two over the range / 600 /f f  , with average 

absorption roughly constant. 
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Figure 5.3 Sonographic maps of the linear energy deposition vs position along the filament.  The 

geometric focus of the f/600 optics is at z = 0. At each position in the axial scan, 100 shots were taken. 

The error bars are the standard deviation of the peak microphone signal at each position. The values of 

Eabs in the legend are integrals of each curve. 
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5.7. Limitations on filament length 

 

For application of filament absorption to air waveguide generation, it is useful to 

consider what limits the length of a single filament. In all cases measured here, 

filamentary propagation is observed to cease shortly after the vacuum focus with only 

a small fraction of the total pulse energy absorbed.  Our measurements suggest that 

the energy loss does not play a significant role in limiting filament length, because at 

filament termination, the pulses still contain energy well above the critical power for 

self-focusing, P > Pcr .  Prior results [93] have shown that ~ 8 m propagation of a 

non-lens-assisted filament showed a loss of ~13% and that a lens placed in the beam 

path downstream of filament termination would initiate another filament. In our case, 

the dominant effect limiting the length of filaments appears to be divergence of the 

background reservoir, the region outside the filament core that exchanges energy with 

it [15], [103]. Diffraction-limited focusing of an f/600 beam at  = 800 nm would 

normally give a confocal parameter of 2z0 ~ 60 cm, which would roughly describe the 

axial extent of the high intensity region of the filament reservoir. Nonlinear 

propagation of both the core and the reservoir extends this somewhat, as seen in the 

sonograms of Fig. 5.3, but the overall length scale of the filament conforms to the 

confocal parameter. 
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5.8. Conclusions 

 

The depth of the gas density hole created by a single filament directly controls the 

index contrast between the core and cladding of the multi-filament-generated air 

waveguide [30], which in turn directly determines its numerical aperture.  As seen 

from the results, increasing the pulse energy (intensity) in single filamentation 

increases the energy density absorbed by the propagation medium.  Further increasing 

the energy, for example, in each lobe of a higher order mode will eventually result in 

multi-filamentation, with the expectation that the energy absorption per filament will 

conform to our measurements. For example, in a scheme similar to [30], [31], each 

filamenting lobe from a high order Laguerre Gaussian mode could be made energetic 

enough to induce multiple filamentation, raising the possibility of dramatically 

increasing the energy deposition, and thereby increasing the core-cladding index 

contrast in an air waveguide.  

In conclusion, we have presented measurements of the energy deposited by a 

single filament for a range of laser energies and pulsewidths using two fully 

independent methods: measurements of absolute absorption, and inference of 

absorption using interferometric and sonographic measurements of the hydrodynamic 

response of air to the filament. Knowledge of the spatial distribution of energy 

deposition from filamentation will inform further study of filament induced air 

waveguides, which show promise for long-range guiding of high average power 

lasers and remote collection of optical signals. 
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Chapter 6: Laser induced electrical discharges 

6.1. Introduction 

 

In this chapter, preliminary measurements will be presented for an ongoing 

experiment to understand the effect of femtosecond filaments on high voltage (HV) 

discharges in air. In particular, the goal is to elucidate the effects of the filament 

plasma and the filament-heating induced hydrodynamic density depression on the 

onset of the discharge. 

Considerable work has been done over the past several decades to investigate the 

ability to trigger HV discharges using intense laser pulses.  Spark gaps have found 

use in several modern applications such as HV surge protection and power switching, 

measurements of HVs, and as ignition sources in combustion engines. The theory of 

spark-gap discharges is rich in basic physics and has been discussed at length in the 

literature [104]–[113]. The basic principle involves electrons in the gap becoming 

accelerated by the applied electric field and inducing further ionization via avalanche 

processes.  The conventional picture involves this avalanche developing into one or 

more ‘streamers’, which under the action of additional joule heating of the air and 

consequent lowering of neutral gas density, are finally able to create a highly 

conducting channel bridging the cathode and anode.  While spark gaps may be found 

employing several different triggering mechanisms, advantages of laser triggered 

spark gap schemes include the inherent electrical isolation that may be achieved 

between the switch and the load being switched, and the precise timing characteristics 

afforded by short-pulse laser systems [104].  Furthermore, laser triggering of spark-

gaps enables a unique spatial control of the volume through which the discharge 
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current passes, owing to the well-defined volume of illumination between cathode 

and anode.  In recent years, these efforts have been advanced through the use of 

ultrafast laser pulses which, unlike nanosecond Q-switched pulses, can produce a 

continuous plasma string throughout the focal volume [114]. In particular, 

femtosecond lasers are capable of creating spatially contiguous low-density plasma 

along their entire propagation path.  On the other hand, while nanosecond lasers excel 

in creating higher plasma densities along their propagation, longitudinally contiguous 

energy deposition remains a challenge.  The use of double pulse schemes [114], [115] 

or picosecond lasers [116] have recently been proposed as solutions providing both 

contiguous and substantial plasma density. 

 

6.2. Review of previous spark-breakdown literature 

 

Regardless of the laser pulsewidth used, nearly all of the recent work has used 

laser pulse intensities well above the ionization threshold of the gas in question, 

utilizing either the conductivity of the dense plasma to provide an ionized conductive 

channel through which the discharge can proceed [117], or the resulting energy 

deposition to heat the gas between electrodes and initiate dielectric breakdown [118], 

[119].  It has been proposed that this hydrodynamic response is the mechanism 

responsible for dielectric breakdown in the case of femtosecond laser illumination 

[118], [119].   

Following the early work of Paschen [120] and Townsend [113], it has become 

widely understood that in the absence of an applied laser pulse, the dielectric 
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breakdown threshold in gases is (for a constant electrode separation) a function of the 

gas pressure. Although widely stated in this manner, it may be more correct to 

consider the breakdown threshold a function of gas density rather than pressure.  

Paschen’s and Townsend’s experiments were typically conducted in a constant 

temperature gas.  First identified by Peek, a correction to Paschen’s original law is 

required to account for simultaneous changes in both the gas temperature and 

pressure [121].  The parameter of interest for gaseous breakdown phenomena is E/N, 

where E is the electric field strength, and N is the density of neutral particles.  An 

examination of the microscopic phenomena leading to the dielectric breakdown in 

gases [109]–[113], [120] indicates that the relevant parameters determining the 

breakdown voltage are the applied electric field strength and the mean free path in the 

gas, which is in general a function of the gas density, not the pressure. 

Subsequent work by Loeb [109]–[111] and Meek [112] has laid the groundwork 

for the explanation of spark discharges in terms of ‘streamer’ formation.  Streamers 

and associated phenomena of leaders and corona discharge have generated much 

discussion in the femtosecond laser discharge literature on both long and short spark 

gaps in air.  Recently, Schmidt-Sody, et. al., identified that corona generation and 

leader formation during filament guided discharges in air are important in the 

progression of the breakdown [118].  In their paper, ICCD images of the corona 

generation resulting in leader formation through the gap are used to image the 

formation and dynamics of the discharge.  Additionally, other researchers have found 

evidence that leader or streamer formation [122], [123] can play a role in the laser 

induced breakdown process.  Gordon, et. al., [124] demonstrated a mode of discharge 
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which can proceed without the aid of streamers, utilizing a ‘flash ionization’ caused 

by Ohmic heating of electrons and subsequent extension of the plasma lifetime due to 

decreased recombination rates resulting from increased electron temperature.  

Schmidt-Sody, et. al., demonstrated that a similar effect appears to occur when the 

discharge is triggered using pulses > 2 ps long [125].  It has been widely understood 

that the mechanism which controls the dielectric breakdown of a gas in a 

femtosecond laser triggered spark gap is also affected by the neutral gas density 

decrease in the wake of the laser pulse [118], [119], [124].  It has been found that this 

laser produced low density channel can encourage the generation of streamers and 

leaders at a lower voltage than would be found in the absence of an applied laser 

pulse [122], [123].   

In this chapter, we present preliminary measurements of an ongoing 

experiment to better understand the dynamics of femtosecond laser triggered spark 

gaps.  The aim of these measurements is to better understand and differentiate the 

roles of laser produced plasma and the consequent hydrodynamic effects in the wake 

of laser illumination. 

To this end, we make spatial and temporal measurements of the gas dynamics 

occurring in the gap at times after the application of a 100 fs laser pulse or pulse train.  

In particular, we interferometrically examine the evolution of the filament-ionized 

and heated air in the electrode gap before breakdown.  At voltages just below the 

breakdown voltage of the gap, we find evidence of gas heating originating from the 

HV source, leading to deepening and widening of the laser produced channel. These 
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measurements are combined with time resolved measurements of the delay between 

application of the laser pulse and the breakdown of the gap. 

 

6.3. Experimental setup 

 

In order to elucidate the mechanisms leading to spark-gap breakdown after 

passage of a femtosecond laser pulse, we use either single pulses or pulse sequences 

generated from the output of our 10 Hz Ti:Sapphire amplifier to illuminate a focal 

volume between two hemispherical tungsten electrodes, as shown in Figure 6.1.  

Single pulses from our laser amplifier are first passed through a nested interferometer, 

labelled below as the ‘pulse stacker’, which is capable of producing eight replica 

pulses,  the relative temporal spacing of which are controlled by motorized translation 

stages allowing fine tuning  (~10 fs) of the temporal inter-pulse delay [126].  For 

experiments in which a single pulse is utilized, all but one of the pulse-stacker arms 

are blocked, thus transmitting only a single pulse.  The pulse (or pulse sequence) is 

then passed through an adjustable grating compressor allowing control of the 

temporal pulsewidth sent to the experiment.  Introducing the pulse stacking optics 

upstream of the compressor affords the advantage of avoiding nonlinear interaction in 

the beamsplitting optics.  Additionally, the pulse (or pulse train) is passed through an 

optical chopper before the compressor in order to facilitate reliable background 

collection for our interferometric measurements.  
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Figure 6.1 Optical setup for investigating the neutral gas density dynamics in the wake of a 

femtosecond laser pulse excitation in the presence of a HV DC field.  The magnified view of the focal 

region depicts the focal geometry of the femtosecond beam through the spark gap apparatus.  Arrows 

depict the direction of propagation.  Also depicted is the usage of a probe beam to diagnose the neutral 

gas density in the wake of femtosecond laser pulse excitation.  Shown as an inset is the circuit used to 

energize the spark gap apparatus.  

 

The pulse (or pulse sequence) is focused at f/50 using an f = 50 cm lens into the 

spark-gap apparatus, resulting in a laser illumination between electrodes with 

confocal dimensions of 4 mm length and w0 = 23 µm in the transverse dimension.  

Although the confocal parameter corresponding to the beam focus is 4 mm, the axial 

extent of the laser produced plasma is likely longer owing to the onset of 

filamentation. The spark-gap apparatus consists of hemispherical tungsten electrodes 

with 2 mm diameter holes drilled axially through them.  The electrodes are separated 

by several mm at their closest points, and connected in parallel with a 4.4 nF 

capacitor bank, which is charged through a 1 kΩ resistor to a maximal potential of 
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+30 kV by a DC HV power supply (Spellman High-Voltage model SL30PN10).  The 

total stored energy in the capacitor bank is approximately
21

2J
2

E CV  . An 

external diode and an additional capacitor and inductor are placed in series with the 

HV power supply in order to act as an RF choke to shunt towards ground the strong 

transient signals resulting from the spark gap breakdown.  The entire circuit is shown 

as an inset of Figure 6.1.  In order to investigate the neutral density gas 

hydrodynamics resulting from the passage of the laser beam in the presence of the 

HV field, we pass a frequency doubled 532 nm, 10 ns, Nd:YAG probe beam though 

the holes in the electrodes, then towards a folded wavefront interferometer.  The 

probe beam is passed through a spatial filter prior to the interaction region, allowing 

for flat phase fronts which enable < 40 mrad noise floor in our single shot 

interferometric measurements.     
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Figure 6.2 (a) Evolution of measured refractive index shift profiles at a sequence of probe delays 

following the passage of a single 100 fs, 65 µJ laser pulse in the spark gap without an applied HV 

electric field.  (b) Evolution of measured refractive index shift profiles at a sequence of probe delays 

following the passage of a single 100 fs, 65 µJ laser pulse in the spark gap with applied 10 kV HV 

electric field.   

 

When a 50-100 fs laser pulse is focused into gaseous media such air, energy is 

deposited into the medium primarily through optical field ionization and non-resonant 
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rotational Raman excitation of the air molecules (the laser bandwidth is not wide 

enough for vibrational Raman excitation).  The laser produced plasma recombines to 

the neutral gas on a ~10 ns timescale [16], while molecular rotational excitation 

collisionally decoheres on a ~100 ps timescale [70].  Owing to the finite thermal 

conductivity of the gas, the initial energy invested in the gas is still contained in a ~50 

m radial zone (as depicted in Figure 6.2 above), but is repartitioned into the 

translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the neutral gas [49].  The result is 

an extended region of high pressure at temperatures up to a few hundred K above 

ambient [30].  In air, this pressure source launches a radial sound wave ~100 ns after 

the filament is formed [52].  By ~1 µs, the gas reaches pressure equilibrium with an 

elevated temperature and reduced gas density in the volume originally occupied by 

the beam.    Over much longer timescales ~100 µs - ~1 ms, this density depression 

decays by thermal diffusion. The dynamics described here have been presented in 

previous chapters of this thesis and published works, and a time-sequence of index 

perturbation profiles following application of a 65 µJ, 100 fs FWHM laser pulse is 

demonstrated above in Figure 6.2. 

In the absence of an applied field, and after pressure equilibrium has been 

achieved, one can take the (appropriately scaled) integrated probe phase shift as a 

measure of the energy deposited into the system [127] according to 

20 0 ( )d
( 1)

v
absorbed

c T
E

k n
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where 
vc  is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, 0 0,T  are the ambient gas 

density and temperature, 
2

k



  is the probe wavenumber, and ( 1)n  is the 

refractivity of the gas. The integrand  ( ) r  is the interferometrically measured 

probe phase shift, which is a function of r , a vector in the plane transverse to the 

probe beam propagation.   

 

6.4. Role of filament plasma in HV breakdown  

 

It is useful to first assess the role of the laser produced plasma in the 

breakdown process and compare it to the role played by the hydrodynamic induced 

density depression.  A first set of experiments was performed in which air density 

holes of the same depth were generated, either with or without initial plasma. In the 

case of a single filamenting pulse that generates plasma in the usual manner, the pulse 

energy was chosen (22 J) so that the resulting density hole had a relative depth of 

~3% at a 1 s delay after the pulse.  In the plasma-free case, we used a resonant 8-

pulse sequence of 12.5 J pulses (below the ionization threshold) from our pulse 

stacker to rotational heat the air’s nitrogen molecules, also resulting in a relative 

density hole depth of ~3% at 1 s. The intra-pulse timing  in the sequence is adjusted 

to ~ 8.3 ps (the rotational revival time of N2) in order to maximize the rotational 

ensemble excitation [74].  Such a configuration allows for the efficient pumping of 

molecular rotations, capable of producing a substantial gas heating in the absence of 

plasma production.  (On the basis of the I
8
 ionization dependence of molecular 
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oxygen on intensity, we expect the single pulse excitation to produce approximately 

(22 µJ/12.5 µJ)
 8

 ~ 90x as much plasma as the pulse sequence.) 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3 Energy deposited in the air as a function of high voltage for the case of no initial plasma 

(red curve) and an initial plasma present (green curve). The electrode spacing is 4 mm. For the case of 

no plasma, the air in the electrode gap was heated via rotational heating by a resonant 8-pulse 

sequence. For the case of plasma, a single laser pulse formed a filament between the electrodes. In both 

cases, the initial relative air density hole depth was ~3% at a delay of 1 s. 

 

Figure 6.3 plots the energy deposited in the gas between the electrodes (spaced at 

4 mm) as a function of applied HV, calculated from the measured profile of the gas 

density depression at 1 µs after the laser pulse (using Eq. (6.1)). Each point is an 

average over 25 consecutive laser shots, while the error bars correspond to the 

standard deviation.  All points in Figure 6.3 are below the breakdown voltage, and the 

curves terminate right at the location where breakdown occurs. It can be seen that the 

onset of increasing gas heating with voltage occurs at considerably lower voltage for 

the case of an initial plasma being present (from a single filamenting pulse).  The case 

with initial plasma present exhibits behaviour consistent with additional Ohmic 
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heating by the HV source, (slow linear rise in energy absorption below ~6 kV) and an 

onset of avalanche in the range 6-10 kV, leading to HV breakdown (near where the 

curve terminates) at a lower voltage than the plasma free case. Future work will 

involve refining these experiments and understanding the results in more detail. 

 

6.5. Single laser pulse energy dependence 

 

In this section, we examine the HV dependence of inter-electrode gas heating on 

the energy of a single filamenting laser pulse which produces plasma. 

 
 

Figure 6.4 Interferometric measurements of the energy deposited at 1000 ns probe delay demonstrate 

the dependence of heating in response to differing input laser pulse energies prior to the breakdown of 

the spark gap.   Plotted is a comparison of the energy deposition induced by four different single-pulse 

peak intensities in the presence of a range of DC HV fields.  

 

Figure 6.4 plots energy deposition, again determined as in Eq. (6.1), as a function 

of HV for four laser pulse energies. It is seen that higher energy pulses initially 

deposit more energy in the air gap. For each curve, the energy deposition is seen to 

increase linearly with HV at first, consistent with Ohmic heating.  Then there is a 
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nonlinear upturn, consistent with an electron avalanche, followed by breakdown, 

which occurs at lower voltages for the higher laser energies. 

At higher voltages and closer to the breakdown threshold (where each curve 

abruptly ends), the heating (and thus energy deposition) appears to become 

exponential in the applied field, indicative of a runaway process which precedes the 

breakdown.  This transition occurs at approximately (18, 12, 10, 8) kV for incident 

laser pulse energies of (15, 30, 65, 90) µJ, where the curves shown in Figure 6.4 

begin to ‘roll over’.  This runaway heating can be attributed to the onset of an 

avalanche-like process occurring whereby laser produced electrons are sufficiently 

accelerated by the applied electric field to cause secondary impact ionization upon 

collision with neutrals.   

It is instructive to consider the magnitude of Ohmic heating.  If one models the 

electron as a point particle traversing a gas of hard-sphere scattering centers at 

standard atmospheric density, one can calculate the mean free path for an electron 

traversing a parcel of air to be ~400 nm.  An electron starting from rest in a ~10 

kV/cm field can then accelerate to ~1 eV in one mean free path.  A Boltzmann 

distribution of electrons peaked at 1 eV has ~0.7% of its population at energies 

exceeding 12.1 eV, the collisional ionization energy threshold for molecular oxygen.   

In addition, a femtosecond filament–induced density hole of relative depth ~30% will 

increase the mean free path by ~30%, increasing the mean electron energy to ~1.3 eV, 

for which 2.5% of Boltzmann-distributed electrons have energy > 12.1 eV, more than 

three times the number observed for the distribution peaked at 1 eV. 
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6.6. Effect of spark gap electrode separation 

 

In this section, we present results of changing the electrode separation while 

keeping the electric field constant and the laser pulse energy constant.  

 
 

Figure 6.5 Energy deposited 3 µs after single laser pulse excitation in the presence of a variety of 

applied DC electric field strengths is measured for several spark gap electrode separations. 

 

Figure 6.5 plots the energy deposited in the gap as a function of applied 

electric field for various electrode separations.  Throughout all of these 

measurements, the confocal volume of the laser illumination remains 4 mm in length 

with a transverse size of the focal spot, w0 = 23 µm.  (Although it is likely that the 

laser produced plasma is generated over a slightly axially longer region owing to the 

onset of filamentation).  Care was taken to ensure that the laser illumination was 

located directly in the central region of the gap, ensuring that for separations much 

longer than the laser’s confocal parameter, no plasma was produced inside of the 

electrode tips. It is seen that for constant applied electric field the energy absorbed by 

the gas (or gas heating) increases with increased electrode separation. This is 
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consistent with Ohmic heating; the heated gas volume (for approximately similar gas 

conductivity) is simply larger in the case of wider-spaced electrodes.   Note that for 

electrode spacing greater than 7 mm, the heating depends strongly on applied field 

but not on length, whereas for spacing less than 7 mm, heating depends more strongly 

on length than applied field. Below approximately ~8 kV, heating depends little on 

voltage or electrode spacing. We are currently refining these experiments to better 

understand these results. 

 

6.7. Electric field simulations using Poisson solver 

 

 
 

Figure 6.6 Electric field distributions for the various electrode spacings used in the experiments.  

Plotted are the total electric field and radial component of the total electric field calculated for a 

nominal voltage corresponding to 25 kV/cm.  The electric fields were obtained by solving the 2D 

Laplace equation in radially symmetric coordinates with the freely available Poisson Superfish 

software.     

 

Simulations of the electric field in the vicinity of the charged electrodes have been 

performed in order to visualize the features which govern the acceleration of the laser 

produced electrons.  Figure 6.6 shows the results of a 2D radial Laplace equation 
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solver for the electric field in four of the separation cases shown in Figure 6.5.  A 

‘nominal’ electric field (25 kV/cm) and the measured electrode spacing are used to 

determine the voltage applied to the anode in each simulation.  It is seen that in the 

region between the electrodes, the field is predominantly in the longitudinal direction, 

while the field does develop a slight radial component near the holes in the 

electrodes.  This supports the idea that the HV electric field being applied to the laser 

produced electrons causes acceleration predominantly in the axial direction.  

 

6.8. Inter-electrode gas heating versus time 

 

In the absence of an applied electric field, and after the laser-heated gas achieves 

pressure equilibrium, the peak depth of the density hole decreases while its width 

increases, as the diffusion drives the gas towards equilibrium with the ambient air. 

Integrating the density hole profile at any later time gives a constant result 

proportional to the initial energy absorbed from the laser [127].  

 However when the HV is applied across the electrodes, the gas is heated 

continuously after initial laser energy deposition.  Figure 6.7 shows plots of the gas 

heating as a function of time for a fixed laser pulse (65 J, 100 fs) and a range of 

HVs, and electrode spacing of 4 mm.   
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Figure 6.7 Energy absorbed by the gas is plotted as a function of probe delay for several DC electrode 

voltages between 0 V and 10.5 kV.  The vertical bar corresponds to a probe delay of 200 ns, the point 

at which pressure balance is achieved in the absence of applied voltage.  At higher voltages, not only 

does the initial depth of the density hole increase, owing to the transfer of energy from the field to the 

laser produced electrons, but the depth continues to increase out to the maximal probe delay measured 

of 100 µs.   

 

The vertical bar corresponds to a probe delay of 200 ns, the point at which the 

acoustic wave has propagated away from the density hole, as seen in Figure 6.2 

above. It is only after that time that the integrated interferometric phase shift of the 

density hole is an excellent proxy for absorbed energy.  

At higher voltages, not only does the depth of the density hole at 200 ns 

increase, owing to short time heating by the HV source, but heating continues out to 

~100 µs.  This heating remains predominantly localized to the density hole region 

imprinted by the initial laser pulse, as seen in Figure 6.2(b).  
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6.9. Inducing electrical discharge using rotational revivals in 
air 

 

In a next set of experiments, pulses in the pulse-train are timed to be either 

‘resonant’, in which each pulse experiences the aligned molecules produced by the 

previous pulse, or ‘off-resonant’, in which each pulse experiences the anti-alignment 

which temporally precedes the full revival.  These optimal delays correspond to two 

different points in the molecular alignment revival which occurs at approximately 

1
8.34 ps

2
t

cB
   after each pulse, where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and B is 

the molecule’s rotational constant.  The voltage at which the spark-gap undergoes 

dielectric breakdown is determined experimentally using a voltage slew method 

which consists of slowly raising the applied potential across the electrodes until 

dielectric breakdown is observed, in this case slowly enough so that consecutive laser 

shots at 10 Hz each see approximately the same voltage.  For our purposes, it was 

determined that a slew-rate of ~1 V/ms was appropriate.  Once the spark gap 

undergoes dielectric breakdown, the highest measured voltage prior to the breakdown 

is recorded.  Voltage on the capacitor bank was measured using both a commercial 

high-voltage probe, and the on-board voltage monitor output of the power supply; 

both measurements were found to be in good quantitative agreement.  The 

measurement of capacitor bank voltage immediately prior to breakdown is performed 

repeatedly in order to generate statistics such as the mean breakdown voltage and its 

statistical variance.  The effects of pulse-sequence timing can be clearly seen in 

Figure 6.8, where we present measurements of this mean breakdown voltage, 

(denoted by the solid line) and the associated shot-to-shot variance, (denoted by the 
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dotted lines) for a spark-gap separation of ~8 mm.  Using a train of eight pulses, each 

of 105 µJ and 81 fs FWHM, we observe a mean breakdown voltage of 15.7 kV or 

14.6 kV, depending on whether the pulses were timed ‘off-resonant’, or ‘on-

resonant’, representing a 7% decrease in the breakdown voltage.  In each case, the 

shot-to-shot variance in the breakdown voltage was ~1.5%. For our choice of 8 mm 

electrode spacing, and in the absence of the laser pulse, dielectric breakdown could 

not be observed even up to ~25 kV, the highest voltage allowable by our setup.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.8 Measured dielectric breakdown voltage after application of an eight-pulse train whose 

pulses are timed to be either (a) resonant with the rotational revival of previous pulses in the train, 

shown in blue, or (b) non-resonant with the rotational revival of previous pulses in the train, shown in 

red. 
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Chapter 7: Summary and future work 

7.1. Summary 

 

Since its initial demonstration more than two decades ago, atmospheric 

filamentation of high intensity femtosecond laser pulses continues to be an area of 

considerable research interest.  In addition to the rich basic physics involved in 

ultrashort pulse propagation, filaments have enabled or enhanced a wide variety of 

applications.  In this thesis, femtosecond filamentation has been directed to new 

application areas.  In particular, a novel method for laser beam waveguiding in the 

atmosphere, the ‘air waveguide’ has been demonstrated.  This technique, in which 

arrays of femtosecond filaments are used to imprint patterns in the neutral air density, 

generates refractive index structures capable of guiding a separately injected laser 

beam, and shows promise for ranged propagation of high average power beams for 

directed energy applications.   

Measurements presented in Chapter 2 demonstrate generation of femtosecond 

filament-induced air waveguides, and the guiding in these structures of secondary 

injected laser beams over ~15 Rayleigh ranges with up to ~90% throughput.  

Particular attention is paid to the measurement, analysis and simulation of the air 

hydrodynamic response to femtosecond filamentation –either by lowest order mode 

beams or high order transverse modes– which leads to air waveguide generation.  In 

Chapter 3, experiments demonstrate the capability of air waveguides to act as 

broadband collection optics, enabling enhancement of signal-to-noise ratios in 

detection schemes requiring collection of remotely generated signals, such as laser 

induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and light detection and ranging (LIDAR). 
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These measurements, based on collection of isotropic light emission by ~ 1 m long air 

waveguides, imply a ~10
4
 signal enhancement for air waveguides 100 meters in 

length.  Even stronger enhancement would be expected in the case of directional 

signals of interest such as those produced by stimulated backscattering or backward 

lasing.  

Crucial to the formation and utility of air waveguides is the energy deposition 

in the air by femtosecond filaments.  This energy deposition and the resultant 

hydrodynamic response of the air were investigated using a variety of techniques 

including photodiode energy loss measurements, sonography, and time-resolved 

interferometric measurements of the evolving air density profile.  These 

measurements, presented in Chapter 5, are supported by numerical simulations of 

nonlinear pulse propagation.  In Chapter 4, the results of nonlinear pulse propagation 

simulations are compared to axially-resolved sonographic measurements of filament-

induced acoustic wave generation to corroborate recently published measurements of 

the nonlinear refractive index of air (n2).  Finally, Chapter 6 presents preliminary 

measurements of the inter-electrode gas dynamics in a femtosecond pulse-triggered 

high voltage spark gap.   

 

7.2. Future work 

 

Much work remains to be done in order to realize the full capabilities of air 

waveguides.  Experiments are currently underway to extend the range of our filament 

produced waveguides to ~50 meters.  While the goal is to demonstrate guiding and 
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collection results analogous to those presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, sufficient 

axial uniformity of the guides must be assured over extended distances.  To this end, 

single-shot axially-resolved measurements of filament energy deposition will be 

measured using a ~50 meter long synchronized array of microphones.  

In addition, the preliminary measurements presented in Chapter 6 of the 

dynamics leading to air breakdown in a laser triggered spark gap are currently being 

refined.  A two-color interferometer is being employed to distinguish between the 

contributions of neutral gas and plasma density profiles to the dynamics leading to 

breakdown of the spark gap.  Measurements of the electric current passing through 

the electrodes both prior to and during the discharge will be measured and analyzed, 

enabling further understanding of air dynamics in the electrode gap.   

 

7.3. Publications by the candidate 

 

The main results presented in this thesis have been published in a variety of 

peer reviewed research journals and conference proceedings, shown below.  The 

results of Chapter 6 are in preparation for publication.  
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1) E. W. Rosenthal, N. Jhajj, I. Larkin, S. Zahedpour, J. K. Wahlstrand, H. M. 

Milchberg, “Energy deposition of single femtosecond filaments in the 

atmosphere,” Optics Letters 41 (16) 3908 (2016). 

 

2) E. W. Rosenthal, J. P. Palastro, N. Jhajj, S. Zahedpour, J. K. Wahlstrand, H. 

M. Milchberg, “Sensitivity of propagation and energy deposition in 
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